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The Murray Ledger & Times
The Calloway County Grand Jury for the
May term of Circuit Court returned 20
criminal indictments in its report to Judge
James Lassiter this morning, according to
the office of Clerk James Blalock.
Nineteen of the indictments were open
records this morning, the remaining bill
was not released pending apprehension of
the suspect.
The bills released included: Ronald
Girard, four counts of trafficking and
possession of controlled sustances;
Keith Riddle, two counts of trafficking
and possession;
Marcia Gail Tucker, two counts of
trafficking and possession;
Merrit Lawson, seven counts of
knowingly receiving stolen property;
Joseph Allen Blue, two counts of traf
ficking ;
Bruce Pace, four counts of possession;
Danny Thompson and Robert Milan,
theft of a motorcycle;
Jean Chester, three counts of possession
of a forged instrument;
Robert Brelsford, two .counts of
possession;
Russell Sledd, eight counts, theft of
hubcaps;
Joe Decker, two counts, trafficking;
Teresa Alexander, six counts, burglary,
forgery', and possession of a forged ih-
strument;
Gayle Reed Carrigan, two counts,
burglary and possession of a forged in-
strument;
Charles Caton, two counts, jailbreaking
and assult on Jailer Huel Jones;
Charles Caton, four counts, possession of
a forged instrument, burglary, and
carrying a concealed deadly weapon;
Roger Pace, armed robbery, Burger
Queen;
0. B. Martin, burglary and defacing a
firearm;
Mike Lile, three counts, trafficking and
possession;
Terri Lynn Sills, two counts, trafficking
The Grand Jury Report contained only
one item brought to Judge James
Lassiter's attention, when the Grand Jury
reported that "some members of our
Grand Jury have expressed dissatisfaction
and concern with the lack of attention
received by persons in our community
when they have requested medical at-
tention at the Emergency Room at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. We
recognized that the hospital is supported
by tax monies from Murray and Calloway
County, and we feel that it is our respon-
sibility to request the hospital board to
take whatever action is necessary to
improve the emergency services available
to persons needing emergency medical
services. We would further request that
the September Grand Jury further in-
vestigate this matter to determine
whether improvements are made in this
regard and, if none, then we request that
they take the appropriate action."
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CHAPERONES FOR THE CALLOWAY COUNTY BAND's trip to the Memphis Cotton Carni%41 were at the school early
this morning to help in loading the buses for the trip. The full band will participate in the Cotton Carnival Grand Parade
on Saturday. The CCHS stage band will compete with 18 other groups tonight and the concert band will be in com-
petition Friday. Bands from throughout the mid-south have been invited to participate in the festival. Staff Photo by David Hill
OPTIMISTS DONATE TO CCHS BAND — Mac Fitts, left, president of the Murray
Optimist Club, presents a check in the amount of $500 to Terry Goodwin, direc-
tor of the Calloway County Band. The club voted to donate the funds to help
pay the costs of the band trip to the Cotton Carnival in Memphis. The band left
on the three-day trip this morning.
Staff Photo by Gene McCutcheon
Kentucky May Collect $50 Million
Over Anticipated Taxes For Year
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)-"The money's
coming in like mad,- Revenue Com-
missioner Maurice Carpenter said.
And sure enough, the state's report for
the current nine fiscal months shows Ken-
tucky is on the road to obtaining $50 million
more in taxes than anticipated.
This money would go into the General
Fund which finances most state govern-
ment operations and services."
"The corporations severely understated
their expected income months ago," he
said. "I guess they'd been reading the
newspapers and listening to the people in
Washington. Instead they're having record
profits."
Corporation income tax receipts of $59.6
million were up nearly 27 per cent from the
previous nine fiscal months and 32.5 per
cent over the estimate.
"In fact all our tax collections are up ex-
cept for distilled spirits and beer, and I
can', tell you what happened there,"
Carpenter said.
The revised General Fund estimate for
this fiscal year is $900 million. That has not
been changed officially yet, but Carpenter
said it probably would reach $950 million.
More than half of the increase, he said,
would be due to the 4 per cent coal severan-
ce tax, which since the energy crisis has
yielded far more than anticipated.
Severance tax receipts of $75.2 million
were up 123 per cent over the correspon-
Cloudy and Mild
Generally cloudy and mild with scat-
tered thundershowers Thursday night and
Friday. Lows Friday night in the upper
50s. Highs Friday in the low 70s. Winds
easterly 5 to 10 miles an hour. Outlook for
Saturday, mild with a chance of showers.
Precipitation probabilities 30 per cent
through Friday.
ding three quarters last year and exceeded
the estimate by nearly 45 per cent.
But Carpenter said there are indications
the collections from that tax have leveled,
at least temporarily.
He said the total for this fiscal year
probably won't reach $100 million—which
still would be some $30 million above the
estimate.
Sales and use tax receipts, a generally
valid yardstick of business prosperity,
totaled almost $279 million or 12.6 per cent
above last year and 2.5 per cent above the
estimate.
Individual income tax receipts of $188.8
million were 19 per cent higher and 3.7 per
cent above the estimate.
Even the Road Fund, which has been
surrounded by an aura of crisis the past
year, showed a pickup. Tax collections of
$197.3 million for the nine fiscal months
rose 7.7 per cent or 7 per cent above the es-
timate.
The taxes from distilled spirits con-
sumption were just over $7 million, down 1
per cent. For beer the receipts totaled 13
million, a 4 per cent drop. f
Ford Refugee Aid Proposal
Approved By Subcommittee
WASHINGTON (API — President
Ford's emergency aid request to help up to
150,000 Indochina refugees start new lives
is on an accelerated timetable for House
action next week, following unanimous
subcommittee approval.
The House immigration subcommittee
approved the bill Wednesday night after
Judiciary Chairman Peter W. Rodino, D-
N. J., took the extraordinary step of
publicly telling the subcommittee to get
moving.
"When this country forgets its im-
migrant heritage and turns its back on the
homeless, we will indeed have written finis
to the American dream," Rodino said.
The House foreign operations ap-
propriations subcommittee scheduled
hearings today on the measure. No Senate
action has been scheduled.
There is no money figure in the bill but
authorizes such sums as may be
necessary. Ford's advisers estimate the
programs which it includes would cost t-:‘4
million.
Actual money would have to be ap-
propriated in a separate action and mem-
bers of the President's Indochina task for-
ce said they need that appropriation
quickly to keep the refugee airlift
operating.
An amendment by Rep. Elizabeth Holtz-
man, D-N.Y., to write a $507-million limit
into the bill was rejected 4 to 3. She said
she did not seek to limit the money for the
refugees but wanted to require that any
spending over $507 million get new ap-
proval from Congress.
Jatties M. Wilson, deputy director of the
task force, testified that $85.8 million of the
$98 million the administration already has
for refugees has been spent and the rest
will be obligated by the weekend.
He said there is no danger of a cutoff of
food and other needs of the refugees, but
the airlifts would have to be curtailed
One Section — 14 Pages
Hearing On University
Lab School To Be Held
Prior To Regents Meet
Invitations have been -extended to a
number of individuals who have per-
sonally expressed interest in the proposal
to discontinue the Murray State University
School to participate in an hour-long
discussion of the issue before the
University's Board of Regents Saturday,
beginning at 1:30 p. m. following the spring
commencement exercises.'
At 2:30 p. m., the board will go into its
regular, quarterly meeting, according to
Murray State President Constantine W.
Curris.
In early March, Dr. Donald B. Hunter,
dean of the College of Human Develop-
ment and Learning, recommended that
the laboratory school on the campus be
closed at the end of the 1975 summer
session "as it presently exists."
Since then, the proposal has been under
consideration and study by both President
Curris and members of the board, but no
final decision has been reached.
."Since several other important matters
also are on the board's agenda for
Saturday's meeting," Dr. Curris said, it
is imperative that the discussion of the
University School recommendation be
Fiscal Court Buys Land
For New County Garage
The Calloway County Fiscal Court voted
Wednesday to purchase a 10.7-acre tract of
land from Hoyt Roberts for use as a site for




LOUISVILLE (AP) — Kentuckians will
be getting their tax rebate checks this
week or early next week.
Checks totaling $28,121,055 are going into
tile mail this week.
The checks were being sent to 239,256
Kentucky taxpayers with an average





James Craig Dowdy, a senior at
Calloway County High School, has
been named the Star student from
the Senior Class. The star teacher,
named by Dowdy, was Mrs.
Enid Sanders, his English teacher in
the seventh and eighth grades. The
student was asked to name the
teacher who he felt had made the
greatest contribution to his
Scholastic Achievement.
The student selected must be the
one who has made the highest
composite score on the ACT test.
This Star program is sponsored by
the Kentucky Chamber of Corn-
James Craig Dowdy
merce and the First National Bank
of Louisville. This is the seventh
year for the Student-Teacher
Achievement Recognition Program
(STAR), to be held. Its purpose is to
recognize honor students with
outstanding academic achievement
and to pay tribute to deserving
teachers in the teaching profession
Craig is the son of Mr. and Mrs
Donald Dowdy of Dexter, Route I.
He has a grade point average of 97.11
and ranks fourth in his class of 177
His composite score on the ACT test
was 29 which placed him in the 97
percentile. He plans to attend
Murray State University after
graduation.. He was awarded an
Alumni Scholarship of $500 00 to
Murray State University
Calloway County Court Clerk Marvin
Harris said no firm price was put into the
record to be paid for the land, but reports
yesterday placed the figure at around
$47,000.
The land will be used for various other
purposes, according to current intentions
of the court. The tract is located east of the
L-N Railroad tracks.
Also approved by the court was a move
to oegin attachment of tangible property
for non-payment of personal property
taxes. Deputy Sheriff Ora Lee Parker was
exonerated of some tax bills, and ordered
to begin attachments of others.
Persons with delinquent tangible
property taxes can avoid attachments by
paying those bills immediately, Sheriff
Maurice Wilson said this morning.
In other action at its regular monthly
meeting Wednesday, the Court approved a
routine highway maintenance contract
with the State Highway Department, and
continued action in applying for federal
and state flood relief funds.
Bids will be taken on a new heavy-duty
tractor and mower for the road depart-
ment. A motion was also approved to
supply up to $1,000 in materials to be used
at the Dexter-Almo Community Center
limited to the one hour's time allotted.
"It was with this in mind that we felt it
only appropriate that those who have
personally indicated their interest in the
proposal be invited to attend this meeting
to express their views before the full
membership of the board," he said.
Established in 1924 as an eight-grade
program, the laboratory school program
was expanded to 12 grades when the old
building was completed arid first occupied
in 1928. The program was cut back to
elementary status only in 1970.
Included on the agenda for the regular
meeting of the regents are:
—a recommendation for Dean of the
College of Environmental Sciences;
—discussion of the MSU committee
structure;
—consideration of modification of
procedural standards in disciplinary
proceedings, student life policies;
—and a recommendation regarding
University School.
The board will also hear a report from
the committee on credits and graduation
and recommendations for the establish-
ment of an associate science degree
program in civil engineering technology
and an associate in arts degree program in
general studies.
Several items of routine business are
also included on the agenda.
Hazel Pritchett Is
Awarded Scholarship
Hazel Laverne Pritchett of Dexter Route
1, a graduating senior at Calloway County
High School, has been awarded a $150
scholarship by the Department of Library
Science at Murray State University for the
1975-76 school year.
Miss Pritchett, the daughter of Mrs. Inez
Andrus, plans to enroll at Murray State
this fall to follow a double major in library
science and journalism.
Her high school activities include Future
'Homemakers of America, Pep Club,




A scholarship of $400 for a student in
special education-mental retardation at
Murray State University will be made by
the Murray Jaycees, according to David
King, president.
Students eligible for the scholarship are
asked to get their applications from Billie
Downing, Room 653, Education Building,
Murray State University, as soon as
possible.
Wholesale Prices Reverse
4-Month Decline In April
WASHINGTON (AP) — Wholesale
prices reversed a four-month decline and
rose 1.5 per cent in April as farm prices in-
creased sharply, the Labor Department
reported today.
The April increase wiped out much of the
2.2 per cent decline in wholesale prices sin-
ce last December. The December-March
drop was the biggest four-month decline
since 1951.
Skyrocketing prices for livestock and
fresh fruits and vegetables drove
agriculture prices up a seasonally ad-
justed 4.8 per cent last month to lead the
over-all rise in wholesale prices. But not
all the price news was bad. Industrial com-
modities rose one-teitth of 1 per cent, the
same as in March.
Farm and food prices often change
erratically from month to month, and
because of this most economists regard
trends in industrial prices as a truer
measure of inflation. Nevertheless, the
April increase in wholesale food prices
seems to indicate a new increase is likely
Three Charged In
Alleged Fraud Here
Calloway County Sheriff's authorities
cooperated with Henry County officials in
the arrest Wednesday of three persons in
connection with the alleged attempted sale
here of stolen automobiles.
Officials said Jim 011is, of Rome,
Georgia, Charles Franklin Humphreys, of
Pensacola, Fla., and Mrs. Jim 011is were
charged in Paris Thursday.
011is and Humphreys were charged with
fraud and altering auto titles, and Mrs.
011is was charged with carrying a con-
cealed deadly weapon
-The three were reported to have at-
tempted to sell to Brandon Bros. Used
Cars of Murray vehicles that are alleged to
have been stolen.
The three persons and a fourth ac-
complice were transferred to the Mon-
tgomery County Jail yesterday
in retail grocery prices, which had drop-
ped over the past two months.
The Ford administration has forecast an
inflation rate of about 6 or 7 per cent this
year, or about half the 12.2 per cent in-
crease in all of 1974 in the Consumer Price
Index, the key measure of inflation. The
consumer index climbed 6.6 per cent at a
seasonally adjusted annual rate for the fir-
st three months of the year.
Wholesale prices have risen at an ad-
justed annual rate of six tenths of a per
cent over the past three months, compared
with increases of 14.2 per cent during the
final three months of 1974 and 34.9 per cent
in the quarter ended last September.
In April, the wholesale index for farm
products jumped 6.7 per cent following
four consecutive months of decline. The in-
dex for processed foods and feeds was up
3.5 per cent, largely as a cesult of higher
prices for meats and manufactured
animal feeds.
The one tenth of a per cent rise in in-
dustrial prices at wholesale last month
was led by increases for lumber and wood
products, f ueLs and power.
Three of the 13 major commodity groups .
within the industrial index declined last
month: metals, machinery and equip-
ment, and hides, skins, leather and related
products.
The biggest increases in the farm area
were for livestock, which rose 11.6 per cent
last month, and fresh fruit and vegetables,
which advanced 12 per cent.
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Mason Circle of Mason's
Chapel United Methodist
Church will meet at seven p.m.
with Mrs. Jimmy Myatt.
Murray High School PTA will
have a potluck dinner at 6:30 p.
m. in the school cafeteria.
Henry Bannon, tenor, and
Marie Taylor, pianist, will
present a special recital at the
Calloway County Public
Library at 1:30 p.m.
Town and Country
Homemakers club will meet at
'he home of Dee Gantt, Mimosa,
at 7:30 p. m.
Camp 592 of Woodmen of the
World will meet at the WOW
Hall at seven p. m. for business
,tneeting and refreshments.
The Cumberland
Presbyterian Women of the
North Pleasant Grove Church
will meet at seven p. m. at the
home of Mrs. Nix Crawford.
Thursday, May 8
Murray Newcomers Club will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the First
Christian Church with Kathy
McKenney as guest speaker.
Friday, May 9
Hazel Lodge No, 831 Free and
Accepted Masons will meet at
the Lodge Hall at 7:30 p. m. All
Master Masons are invited.
American Legion Post No. 73
and Auxiliary will meet at the
Legion Hall at 7:30 p. m.
Tasting Party will be from
eleven a. m. to one p. m. at the
First United Methodist Church,
sponsored by the Calloway
Homemakers Clubs.
Ken Holland will speak and
exhibit some of his works at the
meeting of Murray Chapter,
Parents Without Partners, at
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Turns the Other Cheek
By Abigail Van Buren
0 1915 by Chicago Tribisn•-N Y haws Syncl , Inc
DEAR ABBY: I am from Houston„and the women down
here do not ask the men to dance. At least I've never seen it
done.
I date a man who takes me to a place where people sit
around and drink beer. There's music, and every now and
then one of the women will ask one of the men to dance.
Last night I was feeling pretty good, so for the first time I
asked my man friend if he would dance with me. He said he
didn't feel like dancing. In less than a minute, a strange
woman came over and asked him to dance with her. He said
"yes" without batting an eye. (The woman didn't know that
he had just turned me down, so it wasn't her fault.)
When he started for the floor, 1 said, "Okay, you just
turned me down. Now there's gonna be big trouble!'
I really blew my top and asked to be taken home. He said
I acted like a baby. (I'm nearly 50.)
I say, a man's lady friend should be more important to
him than a stranger. He said he was just being polite. We
may break up over this although I'm sure we love each
other. Who was wrong?
HURT IN HOUSTON
DEAR HURT: Your man friend owes you an apology for
accepting another woman's invitation to dance after having
turned you down. And you owe him one for having made a
scene in public. Kiss and make up. Maybe you both learned
something.
DEAR ABBY: Having just read your answer to
"NEEDS A REAR." I feel I must make a correction.
A foam rubber fanny is not the living end"—it's the
dead end!
BAINBRIDGE, N.Y.
DEAR BAIN: Touche. . .which is also "the end."
DEAR ABBY: How do you feel about a man kissing
another man—on the cheek?
When my daughter and her husband come to visit us, I
first greet them by kissing my daughter, then kissing my
son-in-law on the cheek. It seems a natural, friendly thing
for me to do, and my son-in-law never seems to mind it.
My wife now tells me to cut it out. She says it isn't right
for a man to kiss another man.
Will you please tell me what is wrong with it? I do not go
around kissing men as a rule, but my father used to kiss me
Ion the cheek), and I never thought anything of it.
AFFECTIONATE FATHER
DEAR FATHER: I think genuine affection, and any
demonstration of it, is not only permissible, it's beautiful.
CONFIDENTIAL TO THE MATURE TEENAGER:
The May issue of "Teen" magazine now on the newsstands
has an excellent article entitled, "Your Body/His Body." I
recommend it highly.
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY- Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.
Enclose stamped. self-addressed envelope, please.
For Abby's new booklet, "What Teen-agers Want to
Know," send 51 to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr.,
Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Please enclose • long,




The Baptist Women of the
litrksey Church met at the
church on Thursday, May 1, at
seven p. m. with Mrs. Jim
Washer as chairman of the
program on "Born In Taiwan."
Mrs. R. W. Blakley gave the
call to prayer and read the
scripture from I Corinthians
1:10-18 and the names of the
missionaries having birthdays
that day.
Others taking part in the
program were Mrs. Phillip
Bazzell, Mrs. W. A. Erwin, Mrs.
Isaiah Treas, Mrs. Jack Cain,
Mrs. Orland Tubbs, and Miss
Faye Boggess. Mrs. Jackie
Treas told an interesting
missionary story.
Mrs. Danny Guess, wife of the
new church pastor, became a
new member. Mrs. Jack Cain
conducted the business in the
absence of the president.
Reports were given by the
various chairman including a
report by Mrs. W. A. Erwin
from the Blood River
Associational meeting.
Refreshments were served by
Mrs. Washer. The group will
have visitation for the mission
action for the month.
New Stems Yield Azalea
The best time to take
azalea cuttings is late June
or early July, says Bill
Meachem, a gardening con-
sultant. By then the new
growth should have just
about stopped. Take your
cuttings from that part of
the stem that grew this
year.
It is best to root them in
a special rooting medium
such as perlite, vermiculite
or clean builder's sand.
After they have rooted you
put them in small pots
using a good potting soil
mixture. Dip the end of the
cutting in a rooting hor-
mone powder before put-




We want to thank our friends and customers for
patronizing our business over the past years. We would like
to invite the people who may not know us to come out, look
around our store, get acquainted with us a little better.
Our aim is to serve you and in order to do this we offer:
Fresh flowers for all occasions, a large selection of dried
flowers, a large selection of containers including_baskets of
all sizes anci a complete line of handcrafted candles.
Every order is prepared with special attention. We want
to be satisfied with our work as well as satisfying our
customers. Thfore. we prepare each order as if it were
our own.
Our services include: Complete Weddings (invitations,
announcements, social ,stationery), hospitals, gifts, cen-
terpieces. funerals, birthdays and decorative arrangements.
Come out and meet with Barbara Jewell, Art Jewell or
Sue Kline. We would love to meet you and get to know you.
Remember Our Filminess is flowers and serving you is our
aim.
Watch for bigger and better things.
tke oppsaoppe
FLORIST
South 12th at Poplar 753-6100
homemakers' week
at Sherwin-Williams
Take advantage of our salute to homemakers during this special sale
week at Sherwin-Williams. We'll make you feel right at home with
fantastic savings on decorating items like these:
save 20% to 30% on all
Sherwin-Williams Carpeting!
Carpeting for every room! Plushes, shags,
sculptures, level loop and tip shear styles. So
many patterns and colors—all top quality from
America's leading mills. All 20% to 30% off regular
price! And remember—our long-term credit plan
can help keep monthly payments within your budget.













Reg. 13.95 sq. yd. PRINTS
save 25% to 30s on all
Sherwin-Williams Wallcoverings!
0 1 975 -- The Sherwin
Afilliams Company
its so ••sy to shop sit
Decorrang




Wallpaper, wallcloth, vinyl wallcoverings—nearly a thousand
patterns and colors all on sale right now! Save 25% on
SW vinyls. Save 30% on all other styles, including Fairview',
Fanfare' Flocks, Traditionals, Handi-Hang', Style Perfect'
Wallpaper and Kingsbury. Choose from floras, stripes,
flocks and flocks on foil. Durable. Many prepasted, scrub-
bable, some even strippable, too! AND ALL ON SALE
AT 25% TO 30% OFF REGI1LAR PRICE!
Sale Ends May 14th
OUR DECORATING ADVICE. WILL MAKE YOU FEEL RIGHT AT HOME
No matter what your decorating needs, how to put patterns, colors and fabrics
expert help and advice are as near as your together for the decorating look YOU
Sherv"-Williams Decorating Center. We want. And we'll even help you arrange
can help homemakers by bringing a wide an extended term credit account with us,
range of wallcovering and carpet samples so,you can keep monthly payments with
nght to your home We can show you in your budget.
WE MAKE YOU FEEL RIGHT AT HOME
Southside Manor
Shopping Center






















































































students and teachers, in-
cluding thirteen from the
Murray Club, competed for
trophies and honors in the
annual tournament. This year's
competition, approved by the
National Counsil of Dance
Teachers Association, was host






The objectives for the
Calloway County Homemakers
Home Management Chairman
are to be aware of and involved
in consumer protection, en-
vironmental improvement and
how to manage resources
through better planning.
During the year the
homemakers have had very
interesting lessons in Planning
My Time and Family Com-
munications.
Also made available to the
public was a very informative
lesson, Money Management,








Hwy. 641 South and 695
mile south of Paris, Tenn.
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Dr. Harvey Elder Speaks At Meeting
Of UDC Chapter At Hatcher Home
The J. N. Williams Chapter of
the United Daughters of the
Confederacy met in the home of
Dr. Mildred Hatcher, Olive
Boulevard, with twenty-one
members and guests present.
Dr. Halene H. Visher was
cohostess with her sister.
Miss Maude Nance,
president, presided. Reports
were given by Dr. Hatcher,
chaplain, Mrs. John J. Livesay,
secretary, and Mrs. W. Z.
Carter, treasurer.
Dr. Harvey Elder of Murray
State University was the guest
speaker and spoke on "Graves
County, Ky., In the War Bet-
ween The States." He said
Graves County was high in
souihern sentiment and ap-
proximately nine hundred
soldiers from the county were in
the Southern Army and aboout
150 joined the Union forces. Dr.
Elder pointed out that the high
preponderance of Southerners
in the county was partly due to
the cultural and social bonds
which bound the people to the
south. Most Graves countians of
the period were descended from
Tennesseans, North
Carolinians. Virginians, and
South Carolinians and ties to
mother states were strong, he
said.
The speaker said most of
Graves County's soldiers
served under Nathan Bedford
Forrest and were in the thick of
the fighting at Fort Donelson,
Shiloh, Chicamauga, and
many lesser battles. Dr. Elder
gave several well-documented
examples of the difficulties and
dangers with which innocent
non-combat tants were faced
during the war including the
story of Bud Hicks, 17 year old
school boy, who was shot and
killed and now buried in
Maplewood Cemetery,
Mayfield.
A dessert plate was served by
the hostesses.
Those attending were
Mesdames W. Z. Carter, Fred
Gingles, John J. Livesay, Hess
Crossland, Melas Linn, Douglas
Shoemaker, Neva Waters, Lois
Sammons, James W. Ham-
mach, Charles R. Stubblefield,
Frances Wilson Shea, Fannie
Elder, J. 0. Chambers, Miss
Johnnie Semoles, Stewart,
Miss Maude Nance, Dr. Elder,
Dr. Edwin C. Strohecker, Dr.




The Cincinnati Convention seven dance studios from nine
Exposition Center, Cincinnati, states.
Ohio, was the scene for the Mid- The three day program for
United States Tournament of competitors and spectators
Ballroom Dancing held on , included one hundred and
Friday, Saturday, and Sunday, sixteen heats and sixty solo
May 2-4. exhibitions.
Approximately three hundred Craig Thurman of Murray,
the youngest student to perform
a solo exhibition, brought home
second place honors. Mrs. Allen
Rose, also of Murray, took top
honors with the top female
award.
The thirteen members
representing the Murray Club
took nineteen trophies. They are
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Rose, Mr.
and Mrs. Don Brock, Mr. and
Mrs. John Gammon, David
Bowker, Edward Roberts,
Craig Thurman, all of Murray,
and Mr, and Mrs. Bill Pedigo of
Paducah. Charles and Elsie
Thurman, who are instructors
for the Murray Club, won top
pro honors in the Latin division.
Your Individual horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR FRIDAY, MAY 9, 1975
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the starLts -
AR TES
- --titter. 21 to-Apr: 20) - -----
Things should be fairly stable
In both your business and
personal life now. Incentive and
ambition, teamed up, should
help to bring ultimate ob-
jectives more clearly in focus.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
Avoid a tendency toward
impulsiveness. In moments of
stress, slow down—rather than
take steps to a position from
which it may be hard to ex-
tricate yourself.
GEMINI
( May 22 to June 21)
Generous Mercury influences
stimulate your ingenuity and
imagination. Use both well and
results will please. Reach for
the unusual; study new trends.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) 00
You can advance through
association with those who
stimulate your thinking and
imagination—especially if aims
and objectives are mutual.
LEG
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
New and unusual ideas,
thoughtfully carried out, could
bring gains. A good period, also,
for making long-range plans.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) RP
Pleasing recognition for your
work on a recent project now
raises your sell-esteem and
gives you a warm glow of
satisfaction.
LIBRA it.r1(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) —
Curb emotions and do not let
sympathy for one cause blind
you to the attributes of another.
Take care of undertakings in
order, but without anxiety.
SCORPIO
( Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) liketC
Mixed influences. Your ef-
forts may not show immediate
returns. They will, however,





Jerry Overbey was elected
president of the East
Elementary School Parent-
Teacher Organization at the
election of officers held at the
meeting on Tuesday. April 29, at
7:30 p. m. at the school.
Other officers elected were






president, presided. Plans for
the basketball banquet on May 6
were discussed.
The teachers expressed
appreciation to the parents for
getting the playground
equipment set up at the school.
"One job where experience




This advertisement paid for by Frances WaS041 Shea
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) )efe,!t
There may be more than one
way to achieve your goal, so
•17, /
keep eyes and ears open.
Generally speaking, the strong
and decisive try will pay off.
eltP41.0101*- • vs id
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
As t&—we—e-k—diews to liWese,
prepare to revive depleted
energies, dwindling resources.
Rekindle an optimistic outlook
toward the future.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) w
You usually like to solve your
own problems, but don't ar-
bitrarily reject another's idea.
It may be more practical than
your OWT1.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) )1w
Mixed influences. Be prompt
to reject unethical, or even
slightly questionable schemes.
Too much is at stake; too much
can get out of hand.
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with fine discrim-
ination, unusual business
acumen and great versatility
along artistic lines. You could
write, paint or become an
outstanding success as an en-
tertainer—either in the musical
or dramatic field, You could
also teach or preach, and are
capable of attracting large
audiences through your per-
sonality and magnetism. You
coukl excel at the law and,
through it, reach the heights in
either statesmanship or
diplomacy. No matter what
field you choose, however, you
will almost inevitably take up
one of the arts as a hobby or an
avocation. Birthdate of: Sir
James M. Barrie, Eng. novelist,
dramatist; Henry J. Kaiser,
Amer. industrialist.
MITTS
Open Friday's 'til 8
WHITE STAG
On Mother's Day. . .
-a Sandra Trimble Is
Named For Honors
Sandra Sue Trimble, grand-
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Clevie
Parrish of Dexter Route One
and Mrs. Lillie Trimble of
Cadiz, has been named to Who's
,Who Among American High
Sandra Sue Trimble
School Students and Society of
Outstanding American High
School Students.
Mrs. Trimble, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Garlon E. 'Trimble
of Marion, is a senior at Crit-
tenden County High School
where she was chosen by the
faculty as "Most Dependable in
the 1975 Rockette Who's Who."
She has been a member of the
Beta Club for four years, of the
FHA Chapter where she has
held offices, and is now serving




Mr. and Mrs. Phillip Jones of
Almo Route One are the parents
of a baby boy, Phillip Grant,
weighing eight pounds 21/2
ounces, born on Monday, April
28, at 4:25 p. m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
They have one daughter,
Jennifer Lynn, age 21/2. The
father is employed at Caldwell
Used Cars.
Grandparents are Mrs. Wes
Jones of Dexter and Mr. and
Mrs. Dan Wyatt of Almo Route
One. Great grandparents are
Mrs. Zula Stone of Dexter, Mr.
and Mrs. Connie Wyatt of Almo
Route One, and Mr. and Mrs.
Jim Hurt, 1004 Olive Street,
Murray.
Summer Wardrobe Builders
A. Polo sleeveless sweater shell of Acrylic nylon. Solid with contrasting trim;•marigold and
white, SMI., 16.00; B. Short-sleeve cardigan of Acrylic nylon Solid with contrasting stripe trim
in marigold and white, SML, 16.00; C. Culotte of polyester knit in marigold, available in sizes 8
to 16 at 20.00; D. Jacket of polyester,icotton with contrasting calico print trim, marigold/









Look your very best on Mother's
Day in a superbly styled summer
dress from Bright's, on the
Court Square. Dresses in
all shapes, colors and
textures can be found in
the large collection...
one just right for you Junior,
missy and half-sizes available.
Moderately priced at 21.00 to 64.00
ALL ITEMS BEAUTIFULLY
GIFT-WRAPPED. . . FREE!
Open Fridays
Until 8 p. m.
With Love On
Mother's Day
. . . Vanity Fair!
Bright's has an excellent collection of Vanity Fair's Morning
Glory print sleepwear in Antron III Dazalon nylon awaiting your
selection. All pieces in Morning Glory Blue LONG GOWN with
yoke-shaped scoopneck and spaghetti waist tie in sizes
PSMI, at 21.00; LONG RON with yoke-shaped scoopneck;
self-button front; in-seam pocket; spaghetti
waist tie in sizes 32 to 78 at only MOO;
SCUFF of Dazalon nylon, SMI, at 6.00;
Also. SHIFT GOWN, SHORT ROBE 8. PAJAMA!
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Editorials and opinionated articles on this page are presented for
the purpose of providing a forurn for the free exchange of differing
opinions.' letters to the editor in response to editorials nd
kpuucinated articles are encouraged.
The editors of this newspaper strongly believe that to limit
opinionated articles to only those which parrallel the editonal
philosophy of this newspaper would be a disservice to our readers,
therefore we urge readers who du not agree with an ecbtonal stand or
the ideas presented by an individual writer in a column, to respond
ith their feelings on the particular issue being discussed.
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Garrott's Galley
Every Day Is Mother's Day
At Mrs. Pearl Jones' Home
By M. C. Garrott
Sunday will be Mother's Day all across
America.
But at 408 South 12th Street, every day is
Mother's Day.
It's the home of Mrs. Pearl Jones, who,
now in her 89th year, spends virtually all of
her time beside her living room window in
a big chair cushioned with a fluffy white
sheepskin robe and with a light quilted
robe across her lap.
"I just sit here and count my blessings,"
she said to me Tuesday evening. "I am
richly blessed to have four of my children
living in Murray, and they take mighty
good care of me. I also often think how
fortunate I am to be in my own home at my
age."
Mrs. Jones is mother to Carlos Jones,
who works at Parker Ford; Alvis, who is
with the Physical Plant Department at
Murray State; and to Mrs. Homer Miller
and Mrs. Coctie Caldwell, both of whom
live tin Dudrey.--M-other -daughter, -Mrs
Fred Clark, is a resident of Chicago where
she has lived for 30 years.
And that's not all of her family. There
are 11 grandchildren and 16 great-
grandchildren.
+++++
Mrs. Jones fell down her basement steps
13 years ago and injured her spine. Shortly
afterwards, she was stricken with ar-
thritis, and since that time has had to wear
a heavy back brace most of the time.
Although she hasn't been to church in
seven years, she says she has heard "more
good preaching in those seven years than I
had all the other years of my life."
Her constant companions are her radio,
her telephone and her television set,
although she watches TV very little. Other
than her two favorite afternoon soap
operas, "As the World Turns" and "Days
of Our Lives," she doesn't watch it much,
except on Sunday mornings.
That's when she goes to church, by way
of radio and television. She starts at 8 a.
m., listening to Dr. Henry Franklin
Paschall, pastor of the First Baptist
Church in Nashville and former president
of the Southern Baptist Convention. Then
she'll turn on her TV to pick up the ser-
vices in the Baptist Tabernacle in Akron,
Ohio, where Dr. Charles Billington, son of
the late Dr. Dallas Billington of this
county, preaches. Then she'll switch over
to hear John Wood at the First Baptist
Church in Paducah, or Dr. Bill Sherman at
the Woodrnont Baptist Church in Nash-
ville.
Dr. Sherman was in Murray recently
conducting a revival at the First Baptist
Church, and he took the time to go by and
visit with Mrs. Jones.
"I've had the privilege of listening to and
seeing men preach whom I never would
have had the opportunity of hearing
otherwise," she said with a typically
grandmotherly smile.
+++++
Mrs. Jones is rich in Murray and
Calloway County history, and she loves to
-bilk about it.-She-wasborrr and raised on a
farm southwest of Lynn Grove, where her
husband, Thomas Alvis, died in 1938 of a
heart condition. Her father, T. W. Erwin,
was a close friend of Nathan B. Stub-
blefield and often visited with him at the
Stubblefield home.
She has three brothers in Murray or
Calloway County. Her youngest brother is
Hub Erwin, father of our Joe Tom Erwin
at Murray State who at the moment is
winding up a world cruise. Two others,
Phil and Dewey Lee (Dee) Erwin, live in
Murray.
She has lived in her present home, which
abounds with chairs, tables and other
pieces of furniture handed down from her
great-grandfather and grandfathers'
households, and Miss May Dalton also a
native of southwestern section of the
county, lives with her and looks after her.
+++++
An avid reader, Mrs. Jones held up the
autobiography of the late Dr. George W.
Truitt, for many years pastor of the First
Baptist Church in Dallas, to tell me she
was reading it for the third time. Dr. H. C.
Chiles, retired pastor of First Baptist
here, is one of her closest friends, and
brings her reading material often.
"You should read this book, Mr.
Garrott," she admonished. "It has a
wonderful message."
+++++
Although she hasn't been out of the house
since last Thanksgiving, Mrs. Jones never
complains. Her home has become her
world. She can get around with the help of
a walker, and she "goes to the table for her
meals."
Hardly a day goes by without one of the
children coming by to see her. "The boys
are just as good to me as the girls are," she
smiled. "They do for me what the girls
can't do, and the girls do for me what the
boys can't do. I've got a lot to be thankful
for.
I'm sure there are many other mothers
in Murray and Calloway County who are
just as loved and "mothered" as is Mrs.
Jones, but she is one I happened to know
about. As I sat and talked with her
Tuesday night, I couldn't help but think of
what a fellow by the name of Henry Ward
Beecher wrote a long time ago and which I
had to go home and dig out so I could quote
it correctly. It goes like this:
"When God thought of mother, He must
have laughed with satisfaction, and
framed it quickly—so rich, so deep, so
divine, so full of soul, power and beauty
was the conception."
That to me personifies Mrs. Jones.
Bible Thought
And their eyes were opened,
and they knew him: and he
vanished out of their sight. Luke
24:31.
There are many He must visit.
and we who have seen Him must
be willing to share Him.
Today In History
fh The Iv.,
Today is Thursday, May 8, the 128th day
of 1975. There are 237 days left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1945, President Harry
Truman announced in a broadcast that
World War II was over in Europe.
On this date:
In 1541, the Spanish explorer, Hernando
de Soto, discovered the Mississippi River
at a point near the present city of Mem-
phis, Tenn.
In 1846, the first battle of the Mexican
war was fought at Palo Alto, Tex.
In 1884, the 33rd American President,
Harry Truman, was born on a farm near
Lamar, Mo.
In 1939, Spain withdrew from the League
of Nations.
In 1942, the Pacific war Battle of the




The late Sen. Alben Barkley's comment:
-When I was in the House, I was told that
the difference between the House Foreign
Affairs Committee and the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee was that the
Senators were too old to have affairs. They
only have relations."
The problem is to find a man who is
stupid enough to subject himself to all the
exhausting nonsense of a pre-election
campaign, and yet smart enough to be
president.
A pollster for a national survey called
FFW subscriber Harold Addams in In-
dianapolis and asked him who he'd like to
see Presient in 1976. He told him to hold the
phone a minute and. came back and toldr
him, "I just asked my wife and she says
I'm undecided.
Politics is an eight letter word that
sometimes ends in a sentence. (Changing
Times)
The Berkeley City Council spent 45
minutes in heated debate the other night
about whether it should limit discussions
on issues to 20 minutes, and thus the issues
became an issue. (Bill Feist, Oakland
SUBSCRIPTIONTrib.) 1/4 
toted I,,..
In 1958, anti-American demonstrators
were abusive to Vice President and Mrs.
Richard Nixon during a visit to Lima,
Peru.
Ten years ago: There was widespread
rioting in Kashmir after the leader of
Kashmiri Moslems, Sheik Mohammed Ab-
dullah, was arrested during a stopover in
New Delhi, India.
Five years ago: President Nixon held a
news conference in which he defended an
American incursion into Cambodia and
said U.S. forces would be pulled out shor-
tly.
One year ago: Canadian Prime Minister
Elliott Trudeau's government was toppled
in a budget dispute, paving the way for
parliamentary elections in Canada.
Today's birthday: Italian movie director
Roberto Rossellini is 69. Writer Theodore
Sorenson is 47.
Thought for today: If mankind had
wished for what is right, they might have
had it long ago — William Hazlitt, English
essayist, 1778-1830.
Bicentennial footnote: It was 200 years
ago today that news of the battles of
Lexington and Concord reached
Charleston, S.C.
Isri:t.It The Truth
by Carl Riblet Jr.
A person of 25 can be said to
understand little of the
paramount thing in life, which can
be said to be an understanding of
how to live. At 50 nobody un-
derstands it any better, but at 50
we know it.
10 Years Ago
State Police has closed the Cumberland
River Bridge on U. S. Highways 62 and 641
at Barkley Dam after a truck with a tall
load struck the bridge damaging two
girders.
Deaths reported are Mrs. Olive B.
Burkeen, age 91, and Mrs. Lula May
Quertermous.
Miss Dianne West of Murray will be a
contestant in the Miss Kentucky contest at
Mayfield on May 16,
"Otis Lovins will be the -Calloway
Teachers' representative to the NEA
convention in New York," from the
column, "Seen & Heard Around Murray"
by James C. Williams.
Amos Tackett spoke at the meeting of
the Garden Department of the Murray
Woman's Club.
20 Years Ago
The College String Orchestra, conducted
by Prof. David J. Gowans, will present a
concert on May 10. Prof. Roman
Prydatkevytch, violinist, will be soloist.
Myers C. Sherman of Akron, 9hio, died
May 5. He was 45 years of age ancia native
of Calloway County.
Officers of the Senior Class at Murray
Training School are Charles Outland, Billy
Roberts, Jerry Graham, and Jean
Moubray. Miss Margaret Campbell is
sponsor.
Births reported include a girl, Sherry
Lynn, to Mr. and Mrs. Willie Lewis Bucy
on April 27, and a girl, Barbara Cheryl, to
Mr. and Mrs. Emery Andrew Hook, Jr., on
April 28.
The Murray Ledger & Times
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Kindergarten and Early Child Educatiop are stressed as a
part of the overill program at the Laboratory School.
The future of the Murray State University
Laboratory School will be a part of the
Regents Agenda at the meeting to be held
Saturday, May 10, 1:30 p. m.
We see this school as vital to the education of future
teachers and as an essential tie joining our university
and our community.
In this years Science Fair Karl Anderson won the Grand
Award. Other students in the MSU Laboratory School took four
1st place awards, three 2nd place awards, four 3rd place awar-
ds, three honorable mentions.
An outstanding Physical Education and Gymnastics program
have resulted in the school being chosen as one of the few
physical fitness demonstration centers. Foreign language in-
cluding French, Spanish and German were introduced to al!
children in the Lab. School this year.
Paid for by citizens interested in the
M. S. U. Laboratory School.
Classroom participation is also an important part of the
Educational Experience. University students preparing for
the teaching profession aid the teacher in giving special
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Bullets Pound Celtics
To Lead In Series 3-1
By GORDON BEARD
AP Sports Writer
LANDOVER, Md. ( AP) —
The Washington Bullets, with a
tenacious defense and Wes Un-
seld a titan on the backboards,
stand poised to eliminate Bos-
ton's defending champions from
the National Basketball Associ-
ation playoffs.
."Vfe'rf in a deep hole, but
we're not counted out of it
yet," Boston's John Havlicek
said after Washington won 119-
108 Wednesday night and took a
3-1 lead in the best-of-seven
Eastern Conference finals.
Trying to rally his slumping
mates, Havlicek recalled past
heroics when the Celtics over-
came a similar deficit to beat
Philadelphia and tied New
York before losing a deciding
seventh game.
But this time, unless a freak
injury to Washington guard
Jimmy Jones intercedes, the
Celtics appear disorganized
against a team hungry for its
first NBA title., ,
Only a spirited comeback
prevented a complete rout be-
fore a capacity 19,035 fans in




The next session of the Kentucky General
Assembly must face a perplexing problem the
need for additional revenue, at a time in which
the general. public just •cannot bear the burden
of more taxes. This is especially true in the field
of education. School buses, gasoline, utilities
and other soaring costs of operation must be
met. •
So where's the money coming from? I will
stand firm against any type of tax increase on
the general public. The only fair source of ad•
ditional revenue should come from the coal
producing regions of Eastern Kentucky. For years
Eastern Kentucky has been a liability to Ken•
lucky taxpayers, but now many out-of-state cor-
porations are mining and shipping out literally
. millions of dollars in coal each year.
It's time Eastern Kentucky paid its-thare to
the Commonwealth, and I propose a severance
tax on coal for each ton mined to produce the
additional revenue. And this is the only tax in-







May 27 Democratic Primary
al Ad. by Ael,er.1).-
Cornm.ttee f Dan Chain 1,paurp,
 /ea
had taken a 21-point lead early
in the third period.
Don Nelson, like Havlicek a
12-year veteran, conceded that
the pressure would be on the
Celtics when Game 5 is played
in Boston Friday night.
"But if we win that one,"
Nelson said, "the pressure's got
to be on the Bullets back here
on Sunday because they don't
want to go back to Boston."
Unseld, the NBA rebounding
champion who was over-
shadowed when Paul Silas
grabbed 25 rebounds to key
Boston's lone victory last Satur-
day, hauled down the same
number on Wednesday.
Dave Cowens snared 17
rebounds for Boston before
fouling out with seven minutes
to play and Silas pulled down
nine while playing only 34 min-
utes because of foul trouble.
Phil Chenier paced Washing-
ton with 27 points, Elvin Hayes
had 22, and Kevin Porter 21.
Jo Jo White scored 32 points
to top the Celtics. Havlicek
scored 23, Nelson 21 and Cow-
ens 15.
Surgery
INGLEWOOD, Calif. (AP) —
Center Butch Goring of the Los
Angeles Kings underwent _sur-
gery Wednesday to repair a
shoulder separation suffered
before the start of the National
Hockey League season.
Doctors at Centinela Valley
Community Hospital said, The
one hour surgery was a suc-
cess. He is in recovery and is
fine."
Goring hurt the shoulder in
training camp last September
and wore a brace during the
NHL season.
Bench Unloads Grand Slam To
Lead Reds' Romp Over Padres
By BRUCE LOWIIT ••
AP Spurts Writer
Johnny Bench says he's start-
ing to feel pretty good. SO does
Tug McGraw. That could make
the rest of the National League
feel pretty sick.
"I'm finally starting to feel
natural," Bench, recovering
from an injured shoulder, said
after he highlighted Cincin-
nati's six-run fifth inning
Wednesday with his fifth home
run of the season and the fifth
grand slam of his career in the
Reds' 10-2 rout of San Diego.
"I think this is the best I've
felt since 1972," said McGraw,
former bullpen ace of the New
York Mets who has given
Philadelphia some much-
needed relief, including 2 1-3 in-
nings of hitless ball Wednesday
night to preserve the Phillies'
4-1 victory over St. Louis.
In Wednesday's other NL
games it was Chicago 7, Mon-
treal 0; Los Angeles 5, Houston
1; San Francisco 6, Atlanta 2,
and Pittsburgh 6, New York 1.
Tony Perez also homered for
the Reds; who chalked up their
fourth straight victory. "I don't
think anybody can offer as
many. bats as we do—not Los
Angeles, not Pittsburgh," said.'
winning pitcher Fred Norman.
"With Cincinnati, you can ex-
pect to get runs in bunches like
that. If you just hold 'em long
enough, you know that we're
going to score."
Two weeks ago, Bench's
shoulder was so badly bruised
from a collision at home plate.
"that I couldn't take my uni-
form off with my left arm.. For
a while there, I couldn't extend
my arm while swinging. I was
favoring it. Now it's all starting
to come back," said the Reds'
All Star catcher.
McGraw, making his fifth ap-
pearance for the Phils—and ex-
tending his scoreless relief
work to 7 2-3 innings—halted a
St. Louis threat in the seventh
after Wayne Twitchell had
walked Lou Brock and Ted Siz-
emore with two out.
Sneva Clan May Become
Big Group At Indy 500
By JERRY GARRETT
AP Sports Writer
INDIANAPOLIS ( AP) — The
way things are going, with a
little luck there could be five
members of the Sneva clan in
the starting lineup at some fu-
ture Indianapolis 500-mile race.
Last year there was Tom
Sneva, known as the racing
schoolteacher or the mad
schoolbus driver, who was the
fastest rookie in the 33-car
starting field.
Now there is Jerry Sneva,'
who was sitting peacefully at
home in Spokane, Wash., ear-
lier this week when the phone
rang.
"Pack a bag and get out
here," brother Tom advised. "I
found you a ride."
On Tuesday, Jerry caught a
flight to Indianapolis, convinced
U.S. Auto Club officials to issue
him a conditional competition
license and headed for the In-
dianapolis Motor Speedway.
By Wednesday afternoon, he
was taking his first laps around
the 2'2-mile oval in an older
model Offenhauser-powered car
owned by builder Frank Curtis.
Jerry sort of suspects the car
won't malle the May 25 race.
Like Tom, younger brother
Jerry—"just an assistant man-
ager at a car dealership"—is a
graduate of the supermodified
circuits in the Pacific North-
west, where brothers Babe, 23,
Jan, 21, and Blaine, 18, have
toiled also. Babe, however, has
been in a con1a since a racing
crash last summer.
"Jerry is a year younger
than me—physically," said 26-
year-old Tom, adding humo-
rously, "but mentally..."
The comment earned a solid
punch in the arm from Jerry.
Jerry, who is somewhat heav-
ier but resembles Tom, has
found the Speedway a little con-
fusing. He was introduced to
someone in the garage area as
Tom Sneva and he didn't know
what to do.
-Don't tell them who you
really are until they find out if
they have a ride for you," Tom
kidded.
The only other brothers on
the USAC championship circuit
are Al and Bobby Unser, both
former Indy winners.
-Tell Bobby and Al they
don't need to worry about us
for a while," Jerry said with
mock seriousness. "Tom's
probably ready to run with
them, but I may need a little
more time."
Head Coach
VANCOUVER (AP — Wayne
Norton of Vancouver has been
named head coach of the Cana-
dian National baseball team.
the Canadian Federation of
Amateur Baseball announced
Wednesday.
Norton will lead the Canadian
team at two major com-
petitions this year—the Inter-
Continental Cup to be held in
Canada and the Pan-American
Games, which will be held in
Mexico City in August.
•
Morgan, Trevathan & Gunn, Inc.
Insurance—Bonds—Real Estate-108 E. 12th St., Benton
Now Has A Local Number
For The Residents of Murray, Calloway County and Aurora
The Number To Call
•
Twitchell and McGraw com-
bined for a five-hitter and were
backed by Mike Schmidt's, two-
run homer, his fifth blast Of the
year
Cubs 7, Expos 0
Bill Bonham pitched a three-
hitter and got home run sup-
port from Rob Sperring and
Jose Cardenal in Chicago's vic-
tory over the Expos.
"I had the best stuff early in
the game, then I went mainly
to the fastball," said Bonham.
For three innings, he pitched
perfect ball, then gave up a
leadoff single in the fourth
"You can't complain when ev-
erything works out and you get
a shutout, " he said.
Dodgers 5, Astros 1
Jim Wyrin's tie-breaking
single in the sixth inning and
three-run homer in the eighth
supported Andy Messersmith's
six-hit pitching in the Dodgers'
triumph over Houston.
Messersmith chalked up his
ninth straight victory over two
seasons and his fifth in a row
this season as Los Angeles won
its 11th game in the last 13
games.
Giants 6, Braves 2
Jim Barr pitched a six-hitter
and Willie Montanez, in his sec-
ond game since Philadelphia
traded him to San Francisco,
hit his first home run for the
diants to beat Atlanta.
San Francisco got two
unearned runs in the first,
Chris Speier doubled in the
fourth and scored on Dave Ra-
der's single, the Giants added a
run in the seventh on Derrel
Thomas' single, Montanez horn-
ered in the eighth and Bobby
Murcer drove in the final run
with a sacrifice fly in the ninth.
Mike Lurn homered for the
Braves.
Pirates 6, Mets 1
Manny -Sanguillen, who
drilled a pair of run-scoring
doubles in Pittsburgh's 2-1 vic-
tory Tuesday night, had four of
the Bucs' 16 hits against the
Mets this time. And one of
them scored Richie Zisk, just
after Zisk had slashed a tie-
breaking double in the fourth
inning.
Rennie Stennett's bases-
loaded single off reliever Harry
Parker added two runs in the
sixth. Jerry Reuss, who fin-
ished with an eight-hitter for
the Pirates, lost his shutout
early, giving up Jesus Alou's




The Lieutenant Govenor can and
should be the right hand of your Gov-
ernor Wayne T. Rutherford knows Ken-
tucky's problems: the econ-
omy, energy, environmental
protection and education
need the full-time atten-
tion of every state official.
He knows there's got to be
a better way. He has youth
and experience. He's a









Paid for by Citizens for
Rutherford for L1 Gov
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Carriere Thinks He'll
Be Playing On Winner
MONTREAL (AP) — Larry
Carriere is a rarity in the Na-
tional Hockey League.
Carriere, a member of the
young Buffalo Sabres' defense,
is one of the few players to
move directly to the NHL from
Canadian college hockey.
The 22-year-old Montreal na-
tive played with the Loyola
Warriors for four seasons be-
fore being drafted by the Sa-
bres with Buffalo captain Jim
Schoenfeld in 1972.
Carriere was used to playing
on a winner at Loyola and he
thinks he will be on the winning
side tonight when the Sabres
meet the Montreal Canadiens in
the sixth game of their best-of-
seven Stanley Cup semifinal.
Buffalo leads the series 3-2.
"I believe we can win Thurs-
day night," said Carriere.
"We've got momentum and
we're playing the way we can.
We tried the emotion stuff
before each of the two games
in Montreal. We did a lot of
talking off the ice, but we
didn't do anything once we got
Jerelene Sullivan
Wins Ladies Golf
Jerelene Sullivan was the
medalist for the opening day of
the ladies golf of the Murray
Country Club held on Wed-
nesday. Sue Morris had low net
while Betty Jo Purdom and
Frances Hulse tied for low putts
in the championship flight.
First flight winners were
Euva Nell Mitchell, low gross,
Toopie Thomas, low net, and
Euldene Robinson and Reba
Overbey, low putts.
Winners in the second flight
were Elizabeth Slusmeyer, low
gross, Patsy Miller, low net,
and Nancy Fandrich, low putts.
Venela Sexton was golf
hostess for the dely.
onto them.
-We got mentally prepared
for Tuesday's game in a quiet
way and decided we would do
our thing on the ice rather than
in the dressing room."
At one stage during his young
hockey career, Carriere had
the choice between college
hockey and the juniors and
elected to go to Loyola, one of
the better athletic schools in
Canada.
He played on two Quebec
championship teams under
Coach Dave Draper.
"I respect him," Carriere
said of his ex-coach. "He
helped me a lot. He's a great
man and he knows his hockey."
Carriere said he did not re-
gret choosing college hockey
over the junior brand. One
year, he tried playing junior
hockey with the Verdum Maple
Leafs, then of the Quebec Ma-
jor Junior Hockey League, and
also going to school, but fin-
ished his year at Loyola.
Canadiens' Coach Scotty
Bowman said Wednesday he is
sure his club will play a good
deal better than they did in
Buffalo Tuesday night—a game
dominated by the Sabres and
won 5-4 by Buffalo on Rene
Robert's goal at 5:56 of over-
time.
Approval Given
CLEVELAND ( AP) — The
Ohio State Racing Commission
approved the Trifecta form of
betting at their Wednesday
meeting.
The commission voted 3-2 to
allow permit holders to apply
for permission to have the Tri-
fecta, beginning June 1.
The Trifecta is the picking of
the first three horses in a race
in the exact order of finish. The
Commission voted to allow the






Political Advertising Paid for by the
Candidate
(MURRAY LEDGER IP TIMES)
Red-Hot Brewers Whip
Lolich And Tigers 7-5
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON.
AP Sports Writer
Mickey Lolich threw the pitch
where he wanted.. .low and in-
side. George Scott hit it where
he wanted.. low and inside third
base.
And when the Milwaukee
Brewers were through running
around the bases, three of them
had scored and Scott was on
second with a tie-breaking
double that powered the Brew-
ers to a 7-5 triumph over the
Detroit Tigers Wednesday
night.
Elsewhere in the American
League, the Oakland A's ex-
ploded for nine runs in the sev-
enth inning, the last four on Sal
Bando's grand slam homer,
and bopped the California An-
gels 9-1, the Kansas City Roy-
als nipped the Texas Rangers
6-5, the Baltimore Orioles
downed the New York Yankees
4-3, the Boston Red Sox turned
back the Cleveland Indians 4-2
and the Chicago White Sox
edged the Minnesota Twins 3-2
with three runs in the ninth in-
ning.
Milwaukee and Detroit were
tied 4-4 when Darrell Porter
opened the Brewers' seventh
with a triple off the previously
unbeaten Lolich. One out later,
walks to Don Money and Robin
Yount loaded the bases. Bobby
Mitchell struck out but Scott
laced his double down the third-
base line on a 2-2 pitch—a low,
inside slider.
''To be honest," Scott said, "I
think it was the type of pitch I
would make an out on nine out
of every 10 times. I wanted to
hit the ball hard. It was a hell
of a pitch, down and inside. I
was lucky to get my bat on it. I
wasn't looking for anything.
With two strikes you can't look




That's right . . . garden green vegetables are now being served
with your dinner at Jerry's. Every evening you have a choice of
vegetables as part of your special dinner feature, all included in
one price . . . with a choice of appetizers, too. Or, just have a side
order of vegetables when you order one of Jerry's regular favorites.





THE SPECIALTY OF THE HOUSE
South 12TH St.
How about it, Mickey?
-It would have been a ball,
but most of my slider strike-
outs are on balls," Lolich said.
-Scotty's a big, free swinger.
I'd rather pitch to those guys.
Usually a big swinger takes a
big cut at that slider and they
miss."
Milwaukee jumped to a 4-1
lead with a four-run fourth in-
ning, including Sixto Lezcano's
three-run homer. The Tigers
tied it with three in the bottom
of the fourth.
A's 9, Angels 1
Held to two hits over the first
six innings by Bill Singer, the
A's erupted for nine runs in the
seventh, climaxed by the sev-
enth grand slam homer of
Bando's career. The big inning
made Vida Blue, who hurled a
six-hitter, the American
League's first six-game winner.
California's run was unearned.
Bando's slam came off Chuck
_ Dobson, the fourth California
pitcher in the inning. The A's
used four pinch hitters, three
pinch runners and got six hits
in the big rally. Gene Tenace
singled home the tying run,
Jim Holt put the A's ahead
with a pinch single, Claudell
Washington delivered a two-run
single and Angel Mangual
drove in a run with an infield
hit.
Royals 6, Rangers 5
Kansas City got consecutive
run-scoring doubles by John
Mayberry and Hal McRae in
the fourth inning and took a 4-0
lead behind Steve Busby. Then
they scored two unearned runs
that proved decisive in the
eighth on two Texas errors, a
walk and Jim Wohlford's run
scoring single, That offset RBI
singles by Jim Sundberg and
Tom Grieve in the Texas ninth.
George Brett started the Roy-
als' two-run second inning with
a double and scored on a sacri-
fice fly by Frank White. Marti-
nez walked, Fred Patek singled
and Amos Otis scored Martinez
with a single.
The Rangers scored threc
runs in the fifth on a walk, Roy
Smalley's double, a single by
Sundberg and Willie Davis'
double.
Orioles 4, Yankees 3
Al Bumbry lashed his fourth
hit, a tie-breaking bases-loaded
single off relief ace Sparky
Lyle with two out in the ninth
inning, lifting Baltimore to vic-
tory behind the five-hit pitching
of Yankee-killer Mike Cuellar.
The Orioles tied the score 3-3
on Bobby Grich's two-out two-
run homer in the eighth after
loser Doc Medich issued a lead-
off walk to pinch hitter Tom
Shopay.
Ken Singleton started the
winning rally with a one-out
single and took second on
Brooks Robinson's sacrifice
bunt. Ellie Hendricks walked
and Lyle came on to walk
pinch hitter Tommy Davis,
loading the bases. Bumbry then
drilled his game-winning hit to
center.
Red Sox 4, Indians 2
Jim Rice's homer triggered
Boston's tie-breaking three-run
sixth inning against Fritz Pe-
terson. Following Rice's homer,
Rico Petroelli, Dwight Evans
and Tony Conigliaro singled to
make it 3-1 and Evans scored
on Bob Montgomery's ground-
er.
The Indians got a second-in-
ning run off winner Reggie
Cleveland on consecutive sin-
gles by George Hendrick, Rico
Carty and John Ellis. The Red
Sox tied it in the fifth when
Athletic Director
INDIANAPOLIS ( AP) — Wil-
liam L. Sylvester was named
Butler University athletic direc-
tor Wednesday night, succeed-
ing Thomas M. Warner who
died in January.
Sylvester, who also will rr
main football coach, became in-
terim athletic director after
Warner's death.
Sylvester joined the Butler
staff in 1964 as backfield coach
and was elevated to the top
spot after Coach Tony Hinkle
retired in 1970.
Doug Griffin singled, Juan Ben-
iquez was hit by a pitch and
Rick Burleson singled. Cleve-
land scored again in the eighth
on Oscar Gamble's triple and
Boog Powell's single.
White Sox 3, Twins 2
Deron Johnson's two-run
pinch single with the bases
loaded capped a three-run
ninth-inning rally. Bert Blyle-
ven blanked the White Sox on
five hits for eight innings but
was replaced by Bill Campbell
after issuing a leadoff walk to
Bill Melton in the ninth.
One out later, singles by
Tony Muser and pinch hitter
Ken Henderson produced. Chi-
cago's first run. Campbell
walked Brian Downing to load
the bases and Johnson greeted
Tom Burgmeier with his game-
winning hit. Bob Darwin dou-
bled home Minnesota's first run
in the opening inning and then
smashed a sixth-inning homer.
'5aii iIINOMEEMOr
0"
To Be Given Away
Every Saturday In May
J & S Oil Co.
Main Street-Murray
On Saturday, May 10 a number will be
drawn & posted in the window of J & S
Oil. If you have the matching number -
you win!
















Our Skilled Mechanics and

















Break linings 4 wheels $4995
- Turn Drums - Arc
linings - Add fluid, clean front wheel
bearings. - inspect, repack bearings.
Oil Change










808 Coldwater Road - Near 5 Points
Phone 753-3164
Hours Mon thru ft' 7 30 5 30
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Tiger Net Teams Pick
Up Wins At Tilghman
The Murray High tennis
teams both kept their perfect
seasons intact Wednesday by
winning matches at Paducah
Tilghman.
The girls took an easy 7-2 win
while the boys nipped the Blue
Tornado 5-4.
In the girls play, Kelly
Outland won her number one
singles match by defeating
Nancy Paxton 8-2. In the second
spot, Robyn Burke was upended
8-5 by Renee Peele.
The rest of the Tiger girls all
won their singles matches. At
number three, Candy Jackson
won 8-4 over Susan Whittington,
at number four Carol Dick won
8-5 over Lisa Cates, Catherine
Dick won at number five over
Cynthia Flye 8-4 and at number
six, Susan Stripling defeated
Ann Keller 8-1.
•
Burke and Outland won at the
number one doubles crver
Paxton-Peele 8-5. In the second
spot, Carol Dick and Jackson
were defeated 10-8 by Whit-
tington and Cates.
The number three doubles
found Susan Stripling and Patti
McIntosh winning 8-1 over
Paula Donner and Mary
Render.
The boys won four of the six
singles matches but lost two of
the three doubles.
In the doubles, Mel Purcell
and Brent Austin teamed to
upend Mark Taylor and John
Dallam 8-4. At number two,
Kim Trevathan and Mark
Homra lost 8-5 to David Rudd
and Brad Renfro while at
number three, Craig Shinners
and Brad Boone lost 8-6 to Lee
and Greg Powell.
Purcell whipped Taylor 8-4 in
the number one singles, Austin
won 8-5 over Dallam at two and
in the third spot, Trevathan fell
8-6 to Rudd.
At number four, Homra won
9-7 over Renfro, Boyd Walker
lost at five to Lee Powell 8-4 and
Kevin Ray won at six over Greg
Powell 8-4.
The Tiger girls are now 5-0 for
the year and play at Mayfield
today. The boys, now 6-0 for the




Ladies day golf opened for the
season at the Oaks Country Club
Wednesday afternoon.
Carolyn Caldwell took
medalist honors while Mary
Bogard had the low net and low
gross went to Virginia Jones.
Mary Bogard served as golf
hostess.
QUALIFIES FOR TOUR
WASHINGTON (AP) - Bob
Risch qualified for the 1975
PGA tour when he shot a final
round 69 for an eight-round to-
tal of 573 in the approved tour-
nament players' qualifying
school. He earned $3,000 and
finished one stroke behind win-
ner Fuzzy Zoeller of New Alba-
ny, Ind.
Flisch, a 26-year-old native of
1.,os Angeles, turned pro in 1970.
He played on the Southern Cali-
fornia golf team. In 1970 he
won the U.S. National Public
Links crown and as a pro took
















plus $1.78 Fed. Ex. Tax
2 for
13"
plus $3.56 Fed. Ex. Tax
' PRICES EXPIRE MAY 28, 1975
Four tough polyester cord plies provide dependable
strength. Smooth -riding polyester material won't flat
spot. Dynatuf rubber compound in the tread specially
Formulated to give good mileage.
Tubeless Blockwalls - Prices include Federal Excise Tax
SIZE Also fits Catalog No. Wt. Each Two
A78-13 6.00-13 95HX23965C 15 lbs. $24.78 $37.16
C78-13 6.50-13 95 H X 23945 C 17 lbs. 27.19 40.78
078-14 6.95-14 95HX24035C 18 lbs. 29.75 44.62
(78-14 7.35-14 951-1X24015C 19 lbs. 31.00 46.50
F78-14 7.75-14 95HX24065C 71 lbs. 34.50 51.74
G78-14 8.25-14 95HX24045C 22 lbs. 37.95 56.92
5.60-15 95HX24185c 16 lbs. 26.46 39.68
G78-15 8.25-15 95HX24145C 23 lbs. 40.24 60.36
H78-15 8.55-15 95HX24125C 24 lbs. 43.74 65.60
Also available in Whitewalls at similar saviags.
§ lull loogh with lour
-plies of street)
ivies cord.






:9IT plus $1.60Fed. Ex. Tax
°lbw sizes available ai comparable low prices.
Seen. Highlesy Piaesersirer Tire Gu•rentee
If you do not reeeive the number of not.. specified
heetosooM your too hecornina unarrry weal** due to 2 1)
defert•, 2 2', norms! road Ranieri, or '11 tread orator-out.
We will, At nor option, race...nee it for. new tlre or
giv• you • refund choral.. tit either caw 0.1j, ipx:i
p0,00. of the hen/ deihrte priceloo 
F..,..resens. m•ar tow that ...tileage trod illte toe
unmet, troohle due to soy of' the •Ilenr* lemma before
In', of the guaranteed rntleage io received. the replace
roent eve refund rtli P. math •thlt no rtionte fof
14.a ',torture. wdl h. repair/A at so chanp.
=r pte,•pphor to tire. on vehicles owed for ,*,,t.. 
• Altos are Cololoo
Sears
WARM MKS.. 111,01 0
Prices • Bipabso oad lastolleios aoI iacladed
SEARS CATALOG SALES OFFICE
South Side Shopping Center
753-2310 Murray,Ky,
Timeout With Brandon" Pinner Gets Four Wins
,I•eitat •
f.as;v171" By MIRE BRANDON
Sports Editor
Regular Season Over For Thoroughbreds
The regular season is now over for the
Murray State Thoroughbreds.
The 'Breds were to have played makeup
games with Vanderbilt and Memphis State
but both have been postponed.
Memphis State is in the running for an at-
large bid. If they do receive the berth, Murray
will go to Memphis on May 17 and then on the
following day, Memphis will come here.
The teams plan to scrimmage for about
four hours.
On the 19th, the 'Breda will go to Clarksville
to scrimmage Austin Peay. The season is
already over for the Governors but they are
glad to get in a chance to play some more.
"It's a nice gesture on the part of Austin
Peay and they will really be helping us out,"
Thoroughbred Coach Johnny Reagan said.
''Maybe someday we'll be able to return the
favor to them."
Murray is 40-7 for the season and will be
playing May 23 and 24 at the NCAA Tour-
nament in Starkville, Miss.
There will be four teams present for the
double elimination tourney and the winner
will go on to Omaha for the College World
Series.
Besides Murray, there will be the SEC
winner and two at-large teams. The SEC
Championship will be decided next week
when Georgia plays LSU.
The best bets for the at-large bids are
Florida State, Miami, South Carolina and
South Alabama.
11101tda State is ranked the top team in the
nation, South Carolina second, Miami seventh
and South Alabama ninth. Murray is still
ranked 12th.
Reagan says the tourney at Starkville will
probably be the toughest Regional in the
country.
Team Stats
Murray, as a team, is hitting .338. That
ranks second in the nation.
Nine people are currently hitting .300 or
better, including two who are over .400.
Here are the averages: Terry Brown .319,
Don Derrington .387, David Hughes .300, Jack
Perconte .413, John Siemanowski .384, Mike
Sims .313, Gene Steuber .305, Don Walker .371
and Leon Wurth .419.
DAUGHTER IS GOLF STAR
HOLMES BEACH, Fla. (API
- Pro Al Chase at the Key
Royale Country Club on Anna
Maria Island here says his
daughter, Mrs. Judy Coates,
owns more golf trophies than
her father, Judy, a 2-handicap
player, reached the Florida
State amateur finals last year
and holds the women's record
of 28 strokes over the nine-hole
Key Royale course.
Chase, who opened the lush
2,064-yard course on 30 acres of
pumped-in land in 1966, holds
the course record with a 26.
The course is a private layout
for members only and is un-
listed on many maps showing
golf courses. Former national
speed skating champion Kit
Klein (Mrs. Tom Outland) won
the Key Royale women's club









New York Islanders 4, Phila-
delphia 3, OT, Philadelphia
leads 3-1
Thursday's Games
Buffalo at Montreal. Buffal0
leads 3-2














DALLAS (AP) - Texas jun-
ior Dan Krueger set some sort
of a record recently when his
foul shooting won three straight
games within eight days.
In the last 10 seconds against
Baylor, Krueger sank two foul
shots for a 63-62 win. He sank
another pair with 35 seconds
left in a 60-59 victory over Rice.
Then, again against Baylor, he
made six fouls in a row in the
final two minutes in the 70-69
triumph.
In Southwest Conference
play, Krueger sank 51 of his
first 55 foul sbots this season.
The answer seems to be -
don't foul Krueger late in a
close game.
SETS CROWD RECORD
DENVER (API - A new at-
tendance record was estab-
lished among Western Athletic
Conference schools during the
1974-75 basketball season.
For the first time, more than
one million persons viewed 119
home games involving the eight
league schools in New Mexico,
Wyoming, Colorado, Utah, Ari-
zona and Texas
University of New Mexico
topped the mark with 210,381
fans for 15 home dates
Three players have already broken the old
RBI record of 45. Don Walker leads the 'Breds
with 53, Leon Wurth has 51 and Jack Per-
conte, who hits second in the lineup, has 50.
Siemanowski leads the club in homers with
seven while Walker has six and Perconte and
Wurth five apiece. 
Inthe pitching set, of those people who
have three or more appearances, here are the
records: Randy Oliver 9-1, Mike Sims 9-2,
Glenn Petersen 5-0, Dick Allegretti 4-1, Terry
Brown 3-0, Greg Cruse 2-0, Scott Durham 2-1
and Dana Pearson 4-1.
Earned run averages are as follows: Oliver
2.27, Sims 3.54, Petersen 1.29, Allegretti 2.95,
Brown 1.47, Cruse 3.50, Durham 5.31 and
Pearson 2.20. The team ERA is 3.01.
District Tourney
Pairings have been made for the District
Baseball Tournament which will be held at
Murray High's Holland Stadium.
Next Tuesday, Murray High will clash with
Calloway County. The winner of that game
will play Marshall County on Wednesday for
the championship.
Only the winner advances to the Region
Tourney, which will be held the following
week at Reagan Field.
Thanks Everyone!
I would like to thank everyone who has
helped me out during the past year. Without
the help of those people, I could have never
received the honor as being one of the top
sportswriters in Kentucky.
My friends David Tinkle and Marvin Grazer
have both traveled with me all over the
country this past season in basketball and
football, helping keep play-by-play stats while
I took pictures.
They are the ones who really write my
stories. And a special thanks to Steve Gilliam,
the scorekeeper for Murray State. He gives
me all the information on the Thoroughbred
games and without his great cooperation, the
coverage would be much less.
Also, I would like to thank all of the high
school, elementary school and university
coaches who have been so great to work with
all year.
Tiger Golf Team Edges
Past Tilghman 155-156
By LEE STE WART
The Murray High Tigers were
again winners Wednesday as
they squeaked past the Paducah
Tilghman Blue Tornado in the
last match at the Murray
Country Club this season.
The Tigers carded a 155 to
Tilgtunan's 156 in the hot and
muggy weather.
Tiger senior Tim Philpot and
Tilghman's Brooks Watson tied
for medalist honors as both
golfers fired even par 36's.
Watson birthed the last hole to
tie Philpot.
Once again, Philpot got off to
a hot start as he birdied two of
the first three holes. He birthed
the first by stroking in a 15-foot
putt and the third hole with a 12-
foot putt.
He bogeyed the second and
che fifth.
Lee Stewart had a 38 as he
double-bogeyed the final hole.
Stewart sparked his round by
chipping in for a birdie on the
seventh.
Other scores for Murray were
Gary Sullivan 39, Howard
Boone 42 and Lynn Sullivan 48.
Rounding out the scoring for
the Blue Tornado were Tim
Lambert 37, Chip Sloan 40, Ed
Rely 43 and Richie Mason 45.
The victory, which was the
Tigers' 12th in a row, improves
the season record to 14-1.
The team will play its last
regular season match in a
triangular with Tilghman and
Mayfield at the Mayfield
Country Club Friday. On
Monday, the Tigers will be
playing in the Regional Tour-
nament.
Standings
By The Associated Press
American League
East
W L Pct. GB
Milwaukee 14 8 .636
Boston 12 9 .571 1
Detroit 11 9 .550 1
Baltimore 10 13 .435 4
Cleveland 10 13 .435 4
New York 10 15 .400 S
West
Oakland 15 10 .600
Texas 14 12 .538 1'7
Kansas City 13 12 .520 2
California 13 14 .481 3
Minnesota 10 11 .476 21'2
Chicago 10 16 .385 5
Wednesday's Results
Boston 4, Cleveland 2
Baltimore 4, New York 3
Milwaukee 7, Detroit 5
Chicago 3, Minnesota 2
Kansas City 6, Texas 5
Oakland 9, California 1
Thursday's Games
Milwaukee (Slaton 3-4) at Dr
troit (Ruhle 1-11, (n)
Texas (Hargan 21) at Kari
sas City (Leonard 0-0), (n)
California (Ryan 5-1) at C1, 6




Chicago at Cleveland, (n
Texas at Detroit, (n)
Milwaukee at Kansas
(n)
Boston at California, (n)
New York at Oakland, In
National League
East
W L Pd. GB
Chicago 16 8 667
Pittsburgh 11 10 524 r:
Philphia 12 11 522 31/2
New York 10 11 476 41,2
St Louis 9 13 .409 6
Montreal : 8 13 .381 61,1'
West
Los Angeles 19 10 .655
Cincinnati 16 12 .571
S. Francisco 14 12 538
San Diego 13 14 481
Atlanta 13 16 448 6
Houston ' 10 21 323 10
Wednesday's Results
Cincinnati 10, San Diego
214
31t
San Francisco 6, Atlanta
Chicago 7, Montreal 0
Pittsburgh 6, New York 1
Philadelphia 4, St Louis 1
Los Angeles 5, Houston 1
Thursday's Games
Philadelphia (Lonborg 2-1 or
Underwood 3-2) at St Louis
:Denny 2-11
Pittsburgh (Kison 2-11 at New
York (Koosman 2-01
San Francisco (Caldwell 0-3)
at Atlanta (Reed 23) (n)
San Diego (Spillner 2-2)




Los Angeles at Pittsburgh
San Francisco at St. Louis
Cincinnati at New York
Houston at Montreal
San Diego at Chicago
at
As Lakers Whip Grove
The Calloway County girls
track team, using four first
places by, freshman standout
Felicia Pinner, took a 731/2-45'-i
win Wednesday afternoon over
Grove Junior High at Paris.
It was the first time this
season Pinner has won four
events. In several meets, she
had won three events and once,
she won three and tied for first
in another.
Pinner scored two wins in
field events and two wins in
track events. In the field events,
she won the long jump with a 16-
5 while in the high jump, she
took first with a 4-5 while
teammate Vickie Carraway
placed second with 4-4.
Her track wins came in the
220 and 440-yard dashes. In the
220, she was clocked in 26.5 for
first place while teammate
Diane Olive was second with a
29.5.
The 440 found Pinner winning
with a 67.0 while Sandy Bibb
recorded a 73.2 to tie for third
place.
In the field events, the Lakers
had one other winner, that being
Marilyn McKenzie in the discus.
She won with an 84-11 while
Melessa Thorne was second
with an effort of 79-91/2.
The remaining field event, the
shot put, found Sandra Duncan
earni a second place with a
27
Wore individuals and two
Laker relay teams also won
events.
In the 880-yard run, it was a
sweep for Calloway County as
Vickie Carraway won with a
2:42.5 while Jamie Morrison
was second in 2:48.5 and Rita
Edwards third with a 3:00.
The 100-yard dash found
Vicky Butterworth winning with
an 11.8.
Ca4toway's 880-relay team
composed of Butterworth, Clara
Cole, Kathy Johnson and Olive
took first in 1:53.4. The 880-
medley relay team of Cole,
Renee Toby, Johnson and Diana
Lawrence was clocked in 2:05.2
for first.
The hurdling events found a
tie for second in the 60-yard
hurdles with Karen McKinney
and Janet Arnold both recor-
ding a 10.0 In the 110-yard
hurdles, Arnold was second
with an 18.5 and McKinney third
with 19.0.
There were two personal
bests recorded in the mile-run.
Terri Morris took second place
with a 6:28.2 while Lisa
Carraway was third with a 6:30.
The win leaves the Lakers
Cage Playoffs
At A Glance
























with a 6-1 record for the season.
Also, the Laker girls won the
Carlisle County Invitational last
weekend.
Today, the Lakers are at St.
Mary's for a dual meet. Monday
they are at Murray High,
Tuesday at Ballard Memorial
and Wednesday, they will host
Crittenden County and Marshall
County.
The Regional Championship
will be held May 17 at Paducah
Tilghman. Winners there go to
the State Meet.
Rescheduled
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) -
The National League an-
nounced Wednesday that four
rained-out games have been re-
scheduled, three as double-
headers and one on a pre-
viously open date.
The league said the Chicago
at Pittsburgh contest of April
15 will be part of a twi-night
doubleheader on June 27. The
Philadelphia at Montreal rain-
out of April 20 will be part of a
doubleheader on Aug. 1.
The St, Louis at Chicago
game on April 27 was resched-
uled as a doubleheader on Aug.
2.
The St. Louis at Pittsburgh
May 1 contest will be played








Your Vote & Influence Appreciated






should be the working partner of
your Governor. Today's problems
won't be solved by part-time
work. That's why Wayne T. 
Rutherford talks so much
about being a full-time
Lieutenant Governor. He's
the only candidate who
has. He's known for his hard
work and good sense.











Pod for by Citizens for
Rutherford for lf Gov
James D VkPen Treasurer
S.
Time to Plant Summer Annuals!
And we've got all the flowers you need! Magic Petunias in
myriad colors; Cascade Petunias for your tubs, window boxes,
anywhere you want a cascade of color; Elfin. Impatiens and
Carefree" Coleus for shady areas, also great in pots-indoors




500 No. 4th Street
753-8944
Open 8 to 6
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Miller Must Get Good Start
By BOB GREEN
AP Golf Writer
DALLAS (AP) — Johnny Mil-
ler's chance of success in the
$175,000 Byron Nelson Golf







with 4 cycles and
Forced Air Drying
extent, on how he fares in to-
day's first round.
"I need to get that good first
round," golf's new golden boy
said before teeing off in the
first 18 holes of the four-day
















Prices expire July 7, 1975
Central Air Conditioning
for Mobile Homes
• Rinse and hold for
convenient pre-wash
• Sani-wash uses hy-
gienic 150°F water
• light wash for lightly
soiled dishes
• Normal wash for
regular loads
• Power Miser switch













Self - closing hinged
doors.
• Connects to existing ductwork
• Includes outdoor nail, duct kit,
Door grill, filler and thermostat
28,000 BTUH
Seors Popular Low Prit•
35,000 BTUH
Sows Regular Low Price
$639°' $7190'
4/111r/310-.1. 144 114 4211111223211-11h. 362











14 000 1111114 ealt
A cod
Was $455 to $150
24,000 STUN to 47,000 BTUH . . oily $380 to $680




• Prices are Catalog Prices
• Delivery and Installation not Included
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chase for a $35,000 first prize.
"I'm a front-runner," Miller
said. "If I get off to a bad start
I might not do too good. But if
I can open up with a good
round, if I can get that fast
start, I might be hard to
handle."
The lack of a fast start has
been his problem—that is, if he
has had a problem—the last
couple of months.
"I haven't looked it up, but
my caddy told me I haven't
broken par in the first round in
something like the last four or
five tournaments,"he said.
Actually, he hasn't broken
par in the first round in his Cast
seven starts.
And he hasn't won any of
them.
By way of contrast, he won
three of his first four starts this
year, setting numerous records
and capturing the imagination
of the nation's golfing millions
in the process. In every one of
those, he had a first round in
the 60s.
"That's been the problem,
just getting off to a good
start," Miller said.
For a brief time there was
some question whether he
would start at all. A foot r.1-
fection made him a doubtful
starter. Some antibiotics solved
the problem, however.
"It doesn't bother me at all
now," Miller said before get-
ting away on the 6,957-yard,
par-71 Treston Trail Golf Club
course.
Whether he wins or not, Mil-
ler appears almost certain of
achieving one goal—reclaiming
the No. 1 money-winning posi-
tion. Miller had led that pres-
tigious list from January 1974
until Jack Nicklaus edged past
him two weeks ago in the Tour-
nament of Champions.
Miller now trails by $1,299.
Nicklaus isn't playing this
week. So Johnny needs only a
finish of 27th or better to regain
the top spot.
Among his chief competitors
are PGA champ Lee Trevino,
still seeking his first victory in
Texas; U.S. Open King Hale Ir-
win, fresh from a week's
break; Australian veteran
Bruce Crampton, a winner a
week ago in Houston; defending
title holder Buddy Allen, and
Hubert Green, a four-time win-
ner last season who's having
trouble getting untracked this
year.
Portions of the final two
rounds Saturday and Sunday
will be televised nationally by
ABC.
SPORTS
('ii utkl I I 11(4:1i t;• i'11.)
At Least Eight Horses
Await Foolish Pleasure
By GORDON BEARD ..
AP Sports Writer
BALTIMORE (AP) — At
least eight horses stand ready
to oppose Foolish Pleasure in
the 100th running of the Preak-
ness Stakes, with two owners
willing to gamble an extra $10,-
000 that the Kentucky Derby
winner won't take his second
leg in the Triple Crown series.
Master Derby, fourth in last
Saturday's Derby, and Native
Guest, winner of the El Dorado
Handicap at Hollywood Park,
Warriors Facing
Crucial Contest
OAKLAND (AP) — The irre-
sistible force of the Golden
State Warriors offense clashes
with the Chicago Bulls' im-
movable, and sometimes
brutal, defense tonight in the
fifth game of their National
Basketball Association playoff
series.
Warriors' star Rick Barry
could say about tonight's epi-
sode of the teams' best-of-seven
fight for the Western Confer-
ence title. A .repeat perform-
ance of Barry's 36-point night
in the Warriors' comeback win
over the Bulls on Tuesday night
would help.
Otherwise, if the Warriors
lose tonight, they go to Chicago
with a one-game deficit. And
the Bulls, their 2-26 playoff
record on the road not with-
standing, are tough at home.
"They'll really be coming
back at us," said Warrior
guard Butch Beard.
There's no doubt the Bulls
are mad, not only at the War-
riors for overcoming a 19-point
deficit Tuesday night but at the
officials. The result could be
even more aggressive play than
they are noted for.
''We're not a finese team,"
said Bulls' guard Norm Van
Lier. "We're a physical tearri.
A team that relies on defens J
ls 
,4
"The officia can control e
way we play. They did Tue y











Paid for hv(ampaign Fund of Ron Christopher for Commonwealth At
tome, kitt Harold Hurt, Treasurer, Box 577, Murray, Ky. 42071
would require a $10,000 supple-
mentary entry fee because they
were not nominated for the 1 3-
16 mile classic.
Native Guest, a winner of
four straight, was added to the
fluctuating field Wednesday
when owner W.A. Levin ad-
vised that the colt would arrive
Saturday at Pimlico Race
Course, site of the May 17
Preakness.
Foolish Pleasure, who has
lost only one of 12 career
starts, is already on the Pim-
lico grounds. So are Avatar,
Diabolo and Bold Chapeau, the
second, third and eighth-place
finishers in the Derby.
Master Derby, Singh and El
Pitirre are due to arrive Fri-
day. Just The Time, winner of
last year's Belmont Futurity
who has made only one start
this season, is scheduled to
check in Monday.
Saturday's running of the
Preakness Prep should go a
long way toward clarifying the
size of the field Foolish Pleas-
ure will face as he continues
his quest to become the 10th
Triple Crown champion.
Singh, winner of the Peter
Pan, Swift and a division of the
Gotham before being kept out
of the Derby by an injury, is
expected to start in the Freak-
ness regardless of how he fares
in the Prep.
But El Pitirre, North of the
Law, and possibly one or two
others would have to show well
in the Prep if they are to head
for the 5150,000-added Preak-
ness.
LOVES THAT KELSO
CHERRY HILL, N.J. (AP) —
Garden State Park racing stew-
ard Carl Hanford says he visits
Kelso on the farm whenever he
gets a chance. Hanford trained
Kelso during the gelding's five
straight years as horse of the
year.
Islanders Keep Hopes Alive
By FRANK BROWN
AP Sports Writer
UNIONDALE, N.Y. (API —
"It Ins him or me," said New
York Islanders' goalie Glenn
Resch. "This time it was me."
"It was me or Parent," said
Islanders' center Jude Drouin.
"If I had missed it, I would
have shot myself."
Instead, Drouin shot the
puck—a rising backhander that
soared over the right leg of
Philadelphia Flyers' goaltender
Bernie Parent at 1:53 of over-
time to give the Islanders a 4-3
victory and sudden life in the
National Hockey League's play-
off semifinals.
It was Resch's "him or me"
victory that kept New York
from teetering over the brink of
Stanley Cup elimination
Wednesday night. His first-peri-
od save on a penalty shot by
the Flyers' Bill Barber tempo-
rarily preserved an early
Islanders' lead and helped hand
the defending champions their
first loss in 22 games.
It was Drouin's -him or Me"
triumph that added a chapter
to New York's Cinderella story,
one that often seems more like
"The Perils of Pauline."
So the Islanders have bought
themselves more time—for the
411.*
offIX
third time. In each of their
three postseason series this
season, New York has been
within one loss of extinction. In
each instance, however, they
have come back to win.
Wednesday night's triumph
cut Philadelphia's lead to 3-1 in
the best-of-seven series with
Game 5 scheduled tonight at
the Flyers' Spectrum home.
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Paul Welch
Concrete Pmducts
Building a new home? Then stop by Paul
Welch Concrete Products and see












- And other coircrete produds
Come By and See Us 3 miles from Murray on
Hwy. 94 E or Phone 753-0277
Open House
May 1O& 11 1975
South 4th St. Old Ice Plant Bldg.
O'Dome
The Leisure Home of the 70's
On the land or on the water
Yours for the price of an automobile
The materials used to create your O'Dome aren't the traditional Brick, lath and plaster. Modern
technology and new proven materials of the space age have provided better, more economical, ef-
ficient and effective means of construction with improved quality and durability. Two layers of
tough, durable fiberglass sandwich a core of insulating foam to form the O'Dome panels. These
proven materials create an all weather, maintenance free home.
See Our Display by...
Roy Harmon's
Carpenter Shop








































































Teresa Ann Burlison. Senatn,
Mu; Bonita Lynn' Cent, Vicki
Jean Edwards, Dennis Lee
Owens, Lee Ann Reed, Howard
S. Reeves, Maria Arlene Seidel,
Jenny Beshear Sewell, and
Mary Jane Smith, all of Benton;
Robert Alan Clayton, Bardwell;
David Bruce Cox, Eldorado,
Ill.; Cecilia Newton Crews, Lita
Jean Duncan, Myra Dea Flood,
Ruth Kennon Friend, John
Charles Gillespie, Kathy J.
Griffin, Gloria Jean Howard,
Judith Lynn Prince, Theresa
Lynn Rikel, Wilma Lee Sam-
pley, Cynthia Grace Story, and
Deborah Anne Vidrine, all of
Paducah.
Donna Gail Cunningham,
Greenville; Donna M. DeLabar,
White Plains, Md.; Sharon Lea
Dianis, Bardstown; Diane
Marie DiMaio, Jamestown, N.
Y.; Pippa Howard Downing,
Carol Ann Dunman, Diana G.
Halleron, Carol Marie Miller,
Patricia Ann Pfenninger, and
Margarel Anne Thibodeaux, all
of Louisville; Jan Marie Eli,
Rosetta Marie Menser Jenkins,
and Kathy Lynn Nichols, all of
Dawson Springs; Steven
Michael Ericksen, Fulton;
Stephen Paul Ford, Harvey,





Ind.; Lynne Rawlins Hensley,
Cerulean; Darlene Elizabeth
Holland, Calvert City; Kathy
Lee Shepherd Jones, West
Paducah; Lewis L. Jones,
London; Patricia Ann Jones,
Wickliffe; Mary Kathryn Kelly,
Fort Dodge, Iowa; Thomas
Eugene Lancaster, Cadiz;
Cathy Jones Locke, Barlow;
Randall Kent Lucas, Festus,
Mu.; Jeffrey Joseph Martin,
Florence; Judith Tanner
Martin, Calhoun; John William
McCormick and Michael E.
Murphy, both of Princeton.
Danny R. McElya, Kevil;
Thomas Ben Minis, Normal,
Ill.: Terry Lynn Mitchell,
Camden, Tenn.; Rebecca S.
Newton Moses, Hickman; Dana
Jo Reising, Evansville, Ind.;
John P. Rhora, Rantoul, Ill.;
Mary Geraldine Rice, Delphi,
Ind.; Kathy Sue Richardson,
Georgetown, Ind.; Edward
Roland Riddick, Maury City,
Tenn.; Nancy Jane Roach,
Symsonia ; William Davis
Robertson, Morganfield,
Martha Letitia Rudd,
Arlington; Anna Raye Farthing
Sanders, Central City; Gary
Henry Sommer, Metropolis,
Ill.; Orin T. Sprague, Salem.
Mark William Stedelin,
Centralia, Ill.; John William
Storms and Thomas Daniel
Thompson, both of Bran-
denburg; Jeff S. Taylor,
Elizabethtown; Scottie Joe
Tyler, Eddyville; Melba J.
VanHerck, Bismarck, Mo.;
Virginia Lynne Walker,
Brentwood, Tenn.; and Glenda




coal mines seems to have
become popular recently-127
different groups toured Ken-
tucky's coal mining operations
during the last six months of
1974 and 11 groups toured
Kentucky mines last March
alone.
Those coal mine tourist




employees and citizens con-
cerned with coal mining. The
groups visited the mines under
the supervision of the division of




Probably the group to travel
the greatest distance to visit the
mines is the one from a Polish
mining agency, scheduled for
next month.
Recently, a group of students
from Morehead State
University toured some eastern
Kentucky coal mines. With the
cooperation of the Prestonsburg
reclamation office, 10
agriculture students and their
instructor, Robert Wolfe, toured
mines in Boyd. Carter and
Greenup counties.
"The land conservation class
from Morehead requested a
tour of a mine to see how it
looked while it was being
stripped," said Roger Gillum.
one of the reclamation in-
spectors who guided the group.
"They also wanted to see the
different phases of reclamation
as they are being done: back-
filling, grading, and seeding.-
Gillum said that the division
staff discussed the seeds used
for grasses, legumes and trees,
and told them about seeding
rates and the amount of fescue
and fertilizer used in reclaiming
a stripped area.
The group saw the operations
of about six mines. Three of
them--Grayson Coal Co., S. S.
C. Coal Co. and Haney Brothers
Clay Co.—are located in Carter
County. The other mine sites,
Westover Coal Corp., Boyd
County Coal Co. and Mile
Branch Coal Co. are situated in
Boyd County.
Orlando Diocese Sets Limits
On Proposed Youthful Marriages
RESOLUTION
WHEREAS, Doris Lee Key
departed this life on March 13,
1975, and,
WHEREAS, Doris Lee Key
was for several years a loyal
and devoted staff member of
the Calli-)way County Library
Regional staff. and,
WHEREAS, Doris Lee Key
endeared herself to the staff,
the Board of Trustees, and to all
citizens with whom she came in
contact, and her pleasant
disposition and good sense of
humor made her a special
person who will be missed each
day,
NOW THEREFORE BE IT
RESOLVED by the Board of
Trustees and the staff members
of the Calloway County Library
that we express to her family
our deep regret and sincere
sympathy, and
BE IT FURTHER
RESOLVED that a copy of this
Resolution be spread in the
minutes of the Calloway County
Library Board and officially
made of record, and that a copy
be presented to her family and








parliamentary procedure at a
full meeting of the Board and
Staff of the Calloway County
Library, Main Street, Calloway
County, Kentucky, on the 1 day
of May, 1975.
Now in stock
We have new 6-row plan-
ters and new 4-row plan-
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MN Commencement To Be Saturday
Commencement exercises
Saturday, May 10, for the 52nd
spring graduating class in
Murray State University
history will climax another
academic year on the campus.
Edwin 0. Norris of Kingsport,
Tenn., immediate past
president of the university's
Alumni Association, will deliver
the commencement address at
10 a. m. in the fieldhouse. His
address is entitled "Remember
Who You Are."
A total of 788 students have
filed for degrees this spring,
including 633 for bachelor's, 136
for master's, five for
specialist's, and 14 for associate
degrees. The exact number of
graduates will be determined
when university officials have
checked to certify that
requirements have been met.
Mid-year graduates, as well
as spring term graduates, will
go through the cap and gown










Where the future is now
Metropolitan Life, New York N Y
following the fall semester.
Candidates for degrees
represent 28 states and eight
foreign countries.
The list of honor graduates in
the fall and spring semester
graduating classes includes 183
names-28 as Summa Cum
Laude i overall standing of 3.8
or higher of a possible 4.00), 43
as Magna Cum Laude loverall
standing of 3.6 to 3.791, and 112
as Cum Laude overall standing
of 3.3 to 3.59).
Emily Ann Edwards of
Eldorado, Ill., a speech-English
major, is the top graduate in the
class with a perfect 4.00
academic standing Karon
Gayle Corley of Marion Route 4
has a 3.98 standing, and A. Joy
McReynolds of Lewisburg
Route 3 has a 3.97. Two others—
Jeffrey Ray Chandler of Benton
Route 8 and Georgianna
Furgerson of Murray—each
have 3.94.




.June Brittain, Suzanne Adele
Jones, and Gloria Faye Stinson,
all of Murray; Rose Ann
Beckner, Princeton; Fayte
Brewer, Dianne Carpenter,
Norma catherine Englert, and
EugeneiC. Roberts, Jr., all of
Mayfield; Nancy Dixon,
Fulton; Jerry Chisholm Dunn,
Benton.
Emily Catherine Greene, Mt.
Sterling; Jane Merrimis
Holman, Glasgow; Kathy Jean
Hunt, Shelly Carol Marshall,
Christina Williams Thompson,
and Jill Ann Thompson, all of
Paducah; Jacqueline Moseley
Jackson, Cottage Grove, Tenn.;
Kenneth Charles Myers, Pitt-
sburgh, Pa.; Lisa Lou Myers,
Morton's Gap; Helen L. Simms,
Earlington; Van Franklin Sims,
Farmington; and Allen J.
Wallis, Melber.
Magna Cum Laude—George
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Grant, and Beverly Joan
Polley, all of Madisonville;
Victoria Elizabeth Akers,
Dalton, Ga.; Joseph C. Anion,
Sue Carol Clark, Lois Woolet
Craft, and Lester Hart Woody,
all of Louisville; Pamela Marie
Bratcher, Owensboro; Charles
Wayne Brien and Judith Ann
Watkins, both of Benton; Roy
Michael Cain, Calvert City;
Susan Jill Clem, West Frank-
fort, Ill.
Lori Lee Davis, Gilbertsville;
Robert Lee Devers, Jr., Elaine
S. Humm, Pamela A. McLeod,
Thomas Leon Porter, Diane
Reid Sawyer, Debra Simons
Sheehan, Diana L. Staley, and
Judity Story Vancil, all of
Paducah; Harold Glenn Doran,
Jr., Timothy Edward Fannin,
Michael Scott Hamilton, John
V. Rayburn, Marcia Lynn Gray
Rutland, and Barbara Hughes
Wilder, all of Murray; Deborah
Jean Duke, Warrenton, Va,
Michael Wayne Henry,
Bowling Green; Gary Lynn
Holland and Robert Lawrence
Kennedy, Jr., both of Ed-
dyville; Melanie Wilson Kelley,
Bardwell; Jean Kay Maresh,
Comstock, Neb.; James
Michael Marsh, Shepherd-
sville; Janet Faye Neff, Ir-
vington; Michael Warren Olds,
Frankfort; Gary Lynn San-
derson, Mayfield; Peggy
Dianne Scheetz, Fairfield, Ill.;
David Loyd Thompson, Fancy
Farm; Valeria Tucker
Thompson, Arlington; Thomas
Edward Walker, Butler, Pa.,
and James Russell Wooton,
Whiteland, Ind.
Cum Laude—Edd F. Adams,
Steven Williams Brooks, Kevin
L. Cooper, William Edward
Creamer III, Patrick Joseph
Dunn, Carolyn V. Johnson,
Kathryn Lasky, Karlene
Hunerkoch Lewis, Maureen Mo-
Ling Lo, Michael Dalton
O'Rear, Nanci Carol Peterson,
Ruth Titsworth Pickens,
Kenneth Dale Suiter, Rebecca
Gulielma Terhune, Mitchell K.
Ward, Robert L. Waters, Jr.,
Tonda Parker West, Debora
Ellen Stallins Wright, and
Robert Bruce Wright, all of
Murray.
George Edward Ainsworth,
Jr., and Pamela Sue Rudd, both
of Madisonville; Lea Ann
Alexander, Link Martin,
Jr., Jeanne Marie Rubsam, and
Sharon Bray Wynn, all of
Owensboro; Debra Jean Ar-
nold, Tell City, Ind.; Roger A.
Bartel, Frankfort; Marilyn R.
Bloodworth, Smithland; Cherry
Florence Brooksbank, Hunt-
sville, Ala.; Joan Darlene
Burgess, David Howard Jones,
Rita Ann Morgan, Ronnie Gene
Ray, Jane Ann Sasseen, and
Carol Lynn Williams, all of
Mayfield.
EUREKA SPECIAL OFFER
At A Special Low Gift Price...For A Special Mom...
$ga95
only 150410 complete with



















202 South 5th - Phone 753-4872
We Service What We Sell
Nieg
ft %!
















1. Cleans LOW Nap Carpets
2. Cleans NORMAL Nap Carpets
3. Cleans HIGH Nap Carpets
  4. Cleans Problem SHAGS  4
ORLANDO, Fla. (AP) — In
attempt to curtail the rising di-
vorce rate, the Roman Catholic
Diocese in Orlando has set a
three-month cooling off period
for anyone under the age of 19
wishing to marry in the church
Under the "Youthful Mar-
riage Policy," priests also will
scrutinize teen-agers to see if
they are mature and financially
stable enough to make a suc-
cess of marriage.
Adopted Tuesday by the dioc-
ese's policy-making board, the
program was drawn , up by a
committee of priests and lay-
men headed by the Rev. John
Bluett, director of the Diocese's
Family Life Department.
The diocese, which includes
13 Central Florida counties, has
more than 140,000 members.
Father Bluett estimated that
about 100 to 120 cases a year
would be affected by the policy.
He said the right of couples
to marry who gave evidence
"of required minimal matur-
ity" would be guaranteed.
"The right to marry is a nat-
ural right of high priority," the
committee's said. "It is not,
however, an unrestricted right.
Both Church and State can es-
tablish legitimate restrictions.
"Such restrictions must be
founded in serious causes,
whereby the proposed marriage
is shown to be in conflict with
Christian revelation, or posing
a threat to the common good of
society."
The committee said the goal
is to fight divorce "where it be-
gins — in hasty or ill-advised
marriages, particularly among
the young."
It said 33 per cent of all di-
vorced couples are teen-agers
and "seven out of 10 marriages
involving teen-agers end in sep-
aration. In teen-age marriages
where pregnancy was a factor,
90 per cent break up....
"Many priests feel helpless
where the legal and the min-
imal spiritual requirements are
met by the couple, but their
youth and-or pregnancy factor
leads the priest to believe that
marriage has little hope for
success."
Under the policy, couples
seeking marriage "when either
party has not yet reached his
or her 19th birthday" are re-
quired:
—To wait three-months from
the time of their first interview
with a priest to the date of
their marriage.
—Have in-depth interviews
with the priest dealing with
family background, parents' at-
titudes, desire to escape an un-
pleasant home situation, preg-
nancy, degree of infatuation.
—To submit to a study by the
church of the couple's financial
status and, its ability to handle
money.
—To attend special instruc-
tion and counseling sessions.
—To get written permission
from the diocese's marriage —







PRIZE MONEY Plus TROPHIES
Get or fairy le Indy.
Lana 60 cars
Canted say Joyce' Member ter Eery Meek
Lefty Foe $5.00







Feed A Family of 4 for
$500
9 pieces of chicken
Salad of your choice
1 pint of potatoes
1/2 pint of gravy
6 rolls
At Kentucky Fried Chicken we
are dedicated to the proposition
that mom should not cook on


















Lighted 10.9 cu. ft. refrigera-
tor section; 4.3 co. ft. freezer
section. Ica Maker optional.
Durable porc•lain-on-steed in-
terior. Reversible doors.
441145521Wip WI. 797 lbs.
COLOWS $10 MORE
Price expires June 23, 19 75
UPRIGHT FREEZER
with conventional defrost
$74195 $ 2 9 91 s
Lots of convenient storage space
in this spociouS 20 cu. ft. unit.
Grille-type shelves, porcelain-
on-steel interior, defrost drain,
adjustable cold control.
4712552M - It. 29S lbs.









4711509.1 - It. 111 lbs.
Price expires July 29, 1975






Many deluxe features such as
ice maker, ice water dispenser,
and Spaciemoster interior.
40165031N It. 345 lbs.
COLORS $10 MORE










4717410011 - Wt. 131 lb.
Price expires July 29, 1975
1,500 BTUH Quick -Mount
ROOM AIR CONDITIONER
, 47175043N - It. 70 lbs
Price expires July 29, 1(1/5
• Potts ars fideelmes
• Demur. ledelleies Ems
Sears i Cassia! Sales Office
Southstde Shapptne C ent,
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• Superlatives Selected By Murray High Seniors






































Presidential Veto Possible On
Long-Delayed Strip Mine Bill
WASHINGTON I AP) — The
long-delayed bill which would
regulate strip mining of coal
was passed by the House
Wednesday and the scene was
set for a confrontation with the
White House some observers
feel could become tense.
A possible veto of the meas-
ure by President Ford was held
possible, based on an apparent
eroison of support since rvtash
as the measure passed by a
293-to-115 vote.
substantially toucher ver-
Robbers Slay Three Persons In
Louisiana Church On Wednesday
EDGARD, La. (AP) — "Good
Pope St. John said that any day
is a good day on which to be
born, and any day is a good
day on which to die," the Ro-
man Catholic archbishop of
New Orleans said after a
church robbery in which a
priest, a nun and a housekeeper
were killed.
Slain in this Mississippi River
community 30 miles north of
New Orleans were the pastor of
St. John the Baptist Church,
the Rev. J. Alcide Clement, 47;
Sister Mary Patrick Harring-
ton, 43, and Leah Lejeune, 58.
They died after two robbers en-
tered the church rectory
Wednesday, authorities report-
ed.
In a special Mass for the vic-
tims on the day they were
killed, Archbishop Philip M.
Hannan said.
"The priest, the good sister
and the elderly lady who was
the housekeeper, although they
Repeat of Our
Biggest Special At
Lindy 's 19° Hamburgers
Friday, Saturday and Sunday




A full quarter pound of 100%pure ground beef, served on a
sesame seed bun with lettuce, onion, pickle & our special
Coupon 1111111111111141001,C AMU 71110e)1110.21111-.
LINDY'S 19TH IIOLE SPECIAL
Get two rounds of golf for
the price of one.
Pay for one get one FREE.
Good May 10,11, & 12
Get to know
us better.
Open 7 days 9:30 midni ht 753-1314
met an untimely death, were
all prepared to go to meet their
Redeemer.
"Nobody expected such a
tragedy to happen here in Ed-
gard."
Archbishop Hannan was in
the area on church business
and rushed to Edgard, a com-
munity of 750 in Louisiana's
broad, flat sugar belt, when he
learned of the tragedy.
Sheriff Lester J. Millet said
the two robbers escaped with
$600 after shooting Father Cle-
ment, killing the two women
with knives and pistol-whipping
sexton Leopold St. Pierre.
Millet said an extensive
search was under way for the
slayers. He said descriptions
were furnished by St. Pierre,
who suffered a head gash
which required 27 stitches to
close.
The sheriff said St. Pierre
was in the church when the
men walked in about 3 p.m.
When the sexton told them he
didn't know where the pastor
was, they beat him unconscious
with the butt of a pistol, Millet
said.
He said they then entered the
rectory and stabbed Mrs. Le-
jeune with a butcher knife.
They found Father Clement in
his upstairs bedroom and shot
him, and then they encountered
Sister Mary Patrick at the front
door as they were leaving and
stabbed her, Millet said.
The sheriff said Father Cle-
ment, 47, a quiet, slender man
who had ministered to the par-
ish's congregation of mostly
poor, black sugarcane workers
for the past four years, had
been shot in the back of the
head at close range.
sion of the bill sailed through
:he House by a vote of 333-to-86
in March.
The coal industry has
mounted a high-pressure cam-
paign to switch votes and pro-
mote a presidential veto as the
bill has made its way through
conference sessions with the
Senate to work out differences.
The bill would provide that
land should not be strip mined
it it cannot be adequately re-
claimed.
Environmental standards
would also be set by the meas-
ure and a program established
to provide joint federal-state
regulation.
A similar measure was pock-
et-vetoed by Ford last Decem-
ber and the President has ob-
jected to a number of provi-
sions in the new bill.
In recent days, the White
House has been noncommittal
on a prospect of a veto of the
latest strip mine measure.
The Tennessee Valley Author-
ity offered its support of the
bill before a Senate Public
Works Committee hearing
Wednesday.
TVA the country's largest
user of strip-mined coal ac-
tively lobbied against stringent




PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — A
three-year-old McCracken
County youth who "risked life
and limb" to rescue his infant
sister should receive an award
for his heroism, says Fire Chief
Ed Lindsey.
Kenneth C. Thomas Jr. res-
cued his 18-month-old sister
from their burning house trail-
er on Wednesday, the chief
said.
Neither child was injured.
Their parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Kenneth Thomas, were not
home at the time of the pre-
noon blaze, which destroyed the
mobile home.
-I'm trying to get some kind
of award for the youngster,"
said Lindsey, chief of the West
McCracken Fire Department
"What he did was really brave,




Your Vote & Support Ap-
preciated
T'oll Al pond for by T (' Coib,
,toztate
past months, but Sen. Howard
Baker, R-Tenn., succeeded in
getting TVA's board of direc-
tors to say they consider the
latest measure to be construc-
tive.
In March all seven members
of the Kentucky House delega-
tion voted for final passage of
the bill considered to have been
tougher than the one on the
floor Wednesday.
However, Reps. Carroll Hub-
bard, Jr., D-lst District and
Tim Lee Carter, R-5th District,
cancelled their earlier votes




Plus all are Easy to Maintain with the
Exclusive AMC Buyer Protection Ran'.
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Stock
Where you gef,a good deal. And a9ood deal more.









Open til 9 on Fridays
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Castro Urges Washington To Ease. Cuba Trade Embargo
HAVANA, Cuba (AP) — Fi-
del Castro has strongly urged
Washington to ease its trade
embargo with Cuba, denied any
Cuban role in the assassination
of John F. Kennedy and
charged that the CIA was be-
hind a number of attempts on
his own life.
But looking into American
television cameras, Castro
pointedly said in English, We
wish friendship. We belong to
two different worlds but we are
neighbors. One way or another
we owe it to ourselves to live in
peace."
The Cuban prime minister
held a news conference Earlier, the bearded leadir
Wednesday night between pri- took the wheel of a jeep and
vate sessions with visiting Sen. roared around the hilly coon-
George McGovern. tryside to show the senator and
Castro said he felt President Mrs. McGovern a rum factory
Richard M. Nixon had "a per- and several farm and housing
sonal hostility against Cuba and projects.
many counterrevolutionary Castro told the news confer-
friends" but he added, "Presi- ence, "We prefer a total lift-
dent Ford does not have any tog" of the 13-year-old U.S
personal hostility." trade embargo, but he added
"The fact that the Vietnam that resumption of shipments to
war is over helps to improve Cuba of food and medicine
relations. It was very difficult "will help a lot."
during the war to improve rein- He said he felt Washington
tions" because Cuba strongly should reciprocate with an "Un-
opposed America's policy," portant step" to match his ges-
Castro said. Lure in signing an agreement
 with the United States that vir-
Answer to Yesterday s tually eliminated a wave of hi-
iackings to Cuba. He said, "We
believe this gesture has not
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Dirac by United Feature Syndicate, nc. 5-E3
Castro and his associates
have demanded a relaxation of
the boycott before the two
countries can negotiate other
friction points such as release
of U.S. prisoners in Cuban jails
and compensation for $1.8 bil-
lion in U.S. property ex-
propriated after Castro seized
power.
Castro pointed out that Cuba
"does not have any blockade
against the United States and
no military base in Florida."
On the Kennedy assassina-
tion, Castro said any Cuban
role in the slaying of a US.
president would be "absurd, ir-
responsible, crazy — and a
very dangerous measure.... It
would have been stupid on the
part of Cuba to associate itself
in a matter of such tremendous
moment as the assassination of
a president of the United
States."
However, he said "it is not
news for us" that the CIA was
involved in various attempts to
kill him and other leaders of the
1959 Cuban revolution.
Castro said that "for many
years" his security forces had
uncovered plots against his re-
gime, and in many cases those
sent were trained by the CIA,
maintained and armed by the
CIA, and in some cases the
weapons used were "smuggled
out of the Guantanamo Naval
r Despite these attempts
against his own life, Castro
said it is not the policies of
"Socialist revolutions to kill
their adversaries."
Battle Developing Over Plan To
Eliminate GI Education Benefits
WASHINGTON (API— A
battle is developing over Presi-
dent Ford's plan to eliminate
veterans' education benefits for
persons joining the armed
forces after July 1, a move mil-
itary officials fear might re-
duce enlistments in the volun-
teer army.
Ford made the proposal
Wednesday when he announced
that with the end of the Viet-
nam war several other special
benefits were being eliminated
for new members of the armed
services.
The wartime benefits elimi-
nated by presidential order in-
clude primarily pensions for
nonservice connected disability
and burial allowances. The dol-
lar value of these allowances
and the education benefits van-
es according to a veteran's fi-
nancial circumstances.
Ford stressed that his actions
"will not affect the eligibility of
the millions of Vietnam
veterans already discharged, or
those presently serving in the
armed forces.
But while Ford ended the mi-
nor benefits immediately by or-
der, he will have to get con-
gressional approval to end post-
service education benefits, and
opposition is already developing
there. He suggested removing
the benefits for anyone joining
the Army, Navy, Marines or
Air Force after July 1.
A bill to eliminate the educa-
tion benefits is being introduced
by 23 House members.
But Chairman Vance Henke,
D-Ind., of the Senate Veterans
Affairs Committee, protested
that the move would be "short-
sighted" and "contrary to the
best interests of the nation."
Hartke noted that an armed
forces testing report last fall in-
dicated that one out of every
four servicemen said they
would not have enlisted if GI








MY THROW RUG IS VERY DIRTY---
TAKE IT OUT AND HANG IT ON
THE LINE AND BEAT IT 
NE Vv'IN5
TWICE













AS SoON AS >Cu GET
7 4








R I GHT — HE'S YC_")RE GDOSIN
UN BEA RABLE, AN' HE GOT
A PROBLEM, AS ANY FOOL_
KI N PLAINLY SEE- rft—
available.
Defense manpower chief Wil-
liam K. Brehm said last Febru-
ary that "the major reason
most people come into the serv-
ice is to be trained and for the
educational benefits they can
earn while in the service."
Let's Stay Well
Aspirin Spreads a Cold?
By F.J.L Blasingame, M.D.
If you take aspinn for a cold.
you probably increase the
chances of spreading the disease
to other people.
This contagion results from
the relief of your symptoms that
aspirin gives, so that you can be
up and about and among other
people. Such a possibility has
long been recognized.
Another factor, only recently
detected, points to an increase in
the chances of spreading the
virus because toe cold sufferer
who takes aspirin sheds the virus
at a greater rate than one who
doesn't -- more likely passing the
virus on to others he contacts.
A study on 45 young adult stu-
dents was made by Edith
Stanley, MD., and associates at
the University of Illinois
Abraham Lincoln School of
Medicine and recently published
in the Journal of the American
Medical Association.
The subjects -- all volunteers --
had been in good health and free
of any evidence of respiratory
disease for at least three weeks
prior to testing. They were told
that the experiment was
designed to test the effects of a
drug for the common cold, but
were not told that the "drug"
was aspirin. The students were
advised that some would be
given the test medicine and
others would be given a placebo.
Rhinovinis was applied to the
nasal mucosa.
It was found that the students
who were given aspirin got ap-
preciable relief of nasal
symptoms, possibly through the
aspirin's anninflarnmatory ac-
tion. Also, the general symptoms
of malaise and chilliness were
reduced, probably as a result of
the analgesic effects of the
medication. However, the over-
all course of the illness was not
shortened.
Of exceptional interest was the
discovery that the students who
had been given aspirin showed
an increase in the amount of
rhinovinis shed from the nose.
Additional studies are needed to
determine whether other anti-
inflammatory medicines in-
crease the virus growth and its
shedding.
The study raises the question
whether the use of aspirin dur-
ing a cold helps to spread the
disease. Additional investigation
of this subject is important and
necessary.
Q. Mrs. EL. writes that she has
excessive tartar accumulating
on her dentures and remaining
natural teeth and wants sugges-
tions for handling the problem.
A. Regular cleaning of your
remaining teeth about every six
months by your dentist is the
only satisfactory relief. You
should brush your teeth
regularly several times a day.
While your dentist or your phar-
macist may make helpful sug-
gestions regarding a product
which you can buy at the drug
store and use to clean your den-
tures, vinegar is economical and
may serve your purposes with
appropriate brushing of the den-
tures before use.
Q. Mrs. T.E asks if roughage
or fiber in the diet irritates the
colon.
A. Roughage adds bulk to the
diet and speeds up the passalso
of intestinal contents through the
bowel, usually resulting in softer
stools, which are less irritating to
the colon (large' intestine).
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Many folks have dis-
covered a simple
solution to this grow
ing family problem
by selling the used,
and buying the us-






Call for appointment. 753-
3582.
REDUCE, SAFE and fast
with Gobese Tablets Iti E-
Vap "water pills"
Holland Drug Store 109 S
4th, Murray.
ABC PLAY SCHOOL
Openings tor summer and
tall.






























436-2569 or 436-2266 after 5
p. m.
PERSON WITH loader and
spreader to move
manure. Call 7534606 or
753-1433.
WANTED: DANCERS for
jitter bug and other type
dancing. Prefer 16 years
or older and female. 436-
2569 after 5 p. m. or 436-
2266 any time.
NURSES AID applications
being taken. Apply in
person at Westview














PENTER would like to do
your work. Rough or trim
work. No job too large or
small. Will also do ex-
terior painting. For best
prices and fastest service
in area, call 753-7723.
12. Insurance
JACK AND Jill — openings
for children. Infants - 6
years. Drop-in service.
753-9922
S. lost And Found
LOST: NEAR South 16th
Street. Saturday. Per-
sonal copy of book "The
Prophet." $5 reward. 753-
8958.








Apply in person at Sykes
Cafe.
WANTED: SOMEONE to
stay with elderly couple












The sooner you call,





to $2,000. Health, no
problem. Golan C. Hays.
753-1976.
Rack of 100 per cent
Polyester Pastel
Leisure Suits
1 Group Reg. 34.95
$24"
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10. Business Opportunity






envelope and 25 cents to:
Bishops, Box 23, Hamlin,
Kentucky 42046.
14. Want To Buy
TWO USED 26" girls
standard bikes. 753-0230
or 753-4521 after 3 p. m.
COINS-AMERICAN Gold,
silver, or copper. Buy ot
sell. Free appraisals.
-Paul F. Faivre, 753-9232.
WILL BUY timber-Call
James or Larry Mathis,
Dover, Tennessee. 615-
232-5928 or 615-232-7123.
FIVE TO TEN acres
partially cleared land, 15
mile radius of Murray
with or without house. 753-
4147.
HIGHEST PRICES paid




15 Articles For Sale
SPRING AND SUMMER
clothes and long dress,






12 x 12 SCULPTERED
Bigelow carpet, sky blue,
one year old. $60. 767-6159.
GOOD USED clothing-
Girls, size 10-14. Boys,
size 12-16. 753-8077 after 3
p. m.
16. Home Furnishings
FORMICA TOP table and





condition. Both for $175 or






oat dishes, walnut bed.
489-2181.
Grand Opening
May 8, 9, 10
Red House of Crafts
Hwy. 68-East of Barkley Bridge
Cadiz, Ky. 42211
We handle art and craft supplies plus handcrafted
gift items.
Come Get Acquainted
Glen and Bettye Helm










Come On Out d Look Around
Make This Mother's Day the Very lost
Dunn's TV, Furniture & Appliance
Inde Jells Ammo Center
AUCTION SALE
Saturday, May 10, 1:00 p.m.
of George and nohow Grew on Stile Lin* Road, 2 miles sortie of
Wisehort Grocery. From Teeter's** come to Buchan'. Oil Mecham.
and Old Mood River (hutch toed.
Some Antiques. Household items; Gun rack, couch,
chair, table, refrigerator, gas stove and other
household contents.
Farm Equipment: 4 24 International tractor, disc,
plow, cultipacker, 2 bush hogs, manure spreader,
calf feeder, 4 wheel wagon, chain saw, 2 metal
gates, about 300 4 x 4 cresote posts, 50 metal posts, 3
bales new net wire, 142 spools barb wire, treating
compound for post.
Shop equipment: Electric welder, cutting torch, jig
saw, many bolts, nuts, screws. Other items in-
cluding milk can, wash kettle, tires and wheels, old
corn sheller, meal grinder, metal piping, horse
collar, electric fence, pick, shovel, hoe, black smith
bellow, old wood cook stove, other items too
numerous to mention.
Not responseie for accideorts
Wayne Wilson and Charles Thompson
Auctioneers
lb. Home Furnishings
SOFA CHAIRS, tea cart,
end table, other misc. 753-
5361.
=MI
THE SALE is over at Kirby
Vacuums. But you can
still have your old Kirby
rebuilt for $26. Trade-ins
on new Kirbys are worth
up to $80. Come in and see




SINGER TOUCH dr Sew, in
beautiful walnut con-
sole-in like new con-
dition. Auto-reel bobbin,
Fully guaranteed. Pay
balance $88.90 or E-Z








5 H. P. GARDEN tiller,
used one year. Real good
shape. Sell reasonable.
489-2155.
57 MODEL Super C Far-
man, fast hitch, plows,
disc, cultivator, two row
planter, $1400. Pull type
case combine Series 65,
good condition, $150. 50 lb.
No. 1 Kobe Jap Seed, $25.
753-3897.
CASE FARM tractor, three








boat, 1972 60 H. P.
Johnson. Complete, $1900.
1975 Challenger bass boat,
1974 70 H. P. Johnson.
Complete, $3400. Must see
these boats! Make offer.





H. P. Buick V-6 motor.
Boal,` motor, and trailer
in excellent condition.
Call Don Tucker, 753-4342
or 753-1930.
1974 GLASTROM GT 160,
like new with 115 H. P.
Evinrude engine and
Shorelander trailer,
$2800. 436-2211 or after 6,
753-0224.
1973 25 H. P. Evinrude, like
new with electric start
and shift controls, long or
short shaft kit included.
$600. 436-2211 or after 6 p.
m. 753-0224.
FIVE SPEED Swinn
bicycle, $20. 201 North
1011 Street, 753-1238.
10 SPEED Bicycle 26" good
condition. Call 753-3608
16 GUAGE shotgun, a
classic model 12 Win-




with Moody trailer. 9'2 H.
P. Johnson motor-trolling




7 Experienced Painters at your Service
No Job Too Large or Too Small
Free Estimates
Dial 753-0839 or 753-5287
Carlos Block Jr. Painting Contractor
406 Sunbury Circle-Murray
20. Sports Equipment
16' DUO Sportster wind-
shield, top and sides, 60 H.


















for sale. Ben Dyer 753-
8911.
15 CHORD Autoharp. Like
new, 3 octave chromatic
scale. 36 strings, plays in
7 keys. Includes case,







party can take at big





4 H. P. Roto-TIller, $100.
One girl's bike, ten speed,-
$55. 4924884.
24. Miscellaneous







60 cents a dozen. Call 474-
2361 or 474-2320.
SET OF white steel spoke
wheels for Ford truck,












Wards has 48" 1142 ga.
fence outfits on sale at the
lowest price of the
summer. Call 753-1966




200 AMP utility pole, $125.
One wood or coal cook
stove, $30. Bridle and
horse collar. $15. 753-2833.
ANTIQUE EUROPEAN
horse collar with mirror
inset. $100. 436-5690.
WATER HEATER Sale, 5
year outright warranty.
All heater elements are
4500 watt round models.
30 gallon single element
$66.88. Double Element
models 30 gallon $69.88. 40
gal. $79.88, 52 gallon
$89.88. 82 gallon, $129.88.
t able top double element




TILLER 3 H. P. B&S







Baby stroller, car seat,
bicycle, refrigerator, a
maple drop leaf table,
occasional chairs, boy's











8:00 m. to 5:00 p. m.
27 Mobile Home Sales
FOR SALE or rent. 60 x 12
trailer on nice waterfront
lot in Blood River area.
Call 436-2427.
12 x 47 TWO bedroom, all
electric, central air-
conditioning and heating.
93000 or best offer. See at '
No. 31 Grogan Mobile
Homes (highway 941.
1971 HOMEITE 12 x 52
mobile home, two
bedroom, fully carpeted,
furnished, $3,500. Call 753-
3712 after 6 p. m.
24 x 60 DOUBLE WIDE,
unfurnished, 12 x 15
balcony, carpeting,
drapes, central heat and
air, washer and dryer,
deluxe appliances and
decor. No. 74 Riviera
Courts, 753-5361.
12 x 60 CHEVELLE mobile
home, $3000, on Hwy. 464.
753-7566.
12 x 60 WHEELER, 1971,
central heat and air-
conditioning, located in
Fox Meadows. Call 753-
0158.
LIKE NEW 12 x 60. Used
only 30 days. Central heat
and air, water, electricity
and sewer system hooked
up. 100' x 198' lot, near
Kentucky Lake, included.
Furnished, on concrete
slab, skirted and has new
redwood porch. Owner
will sell all of the above
for only $9900 with small
down payment. Phone
436-532n or 436-2473.
1961 10 x 55 Skyline, central
air-conditioning, located
at A-3 Fox Meadows.
$1900. 753-3855.









ming pool. Families only.
753-3855.
31. Want To Rent
NEED HELP making
camper payments?
Murray family wants to
rent camper in late spring
or early summer. Call
753-5995 after 5 p.m.












weekly or monthly rental.
May he seen at Kelley's
Pest Control.
FURNISHED APART-










ments for boys or girls,
summer and fall
semesters. Also ef-
ficiency apts. for girls.
Phone 753-5865 days, or
753-5108 after 6 p.m
1-
32. Apartments For Rent
TWO BEDROOM apart-
ment, furnished or un-
furnished. Call 753-4331.
APARTMENT FOR




Couples only or small









MURRAY MANOR - All








or teachers only. 753-2898.
FOR RENT
Summer Semester
Noose for 4 college girls or boys
•ii Olive et 16th, near univer-
sity, air conditioned
Phone 753-5108 after 6
m. and on Sunday





South 16th St. 753-6609.
34. Houses For Rent
TWO BEDROOM brick,
carport. On ks acre lot,
mile north Almo Heights.
References required. Call
474-8865 after 5:30 p. m.
NICE TWO bedroom
house, unfurnished,











Apply at 1606 West Main.
36. For Rent Or lAase
FOR RENT - Private lot
on Roberts Estate, 100 x
200 ft. $30 per month.
Hook-up for trailer. Call
753-9143 after 2 p.m. or
753-4655.
38. Pets - Supplies
REGISTERED MALE
Irish Setter, 11 months
old, all shots, comes from
champion stock. Will sell
for $50. First come, first
serve. 753-8573.
AKC MALE Doberman
Pincher, two years old.















Ext. Just off Chestnut
Street. Thursday and
Friday, 9-6. Saturday 12-6.
Clothes of all sizes, avon
bottles, and misc. 753-
6309.




all sizes, toys, jewelry,
glassware, antiques1




nice clothes for infants,
children, and women.
Baby walker, swing,
antique couch and chair.
Turn right at gravel road,
1/2 mile east of Stella, at




of surplus items at
the Murray United
'Methodist Church
Saturday May 10 at













Insaseculate 3 Name., 2 MA
home with central hoe sad air.
located north of city.
For the covatry needled Hee is.
beautiful home located west of
Murray on 2 acre lot. This Immo
has 3 bedrooms, 2 baths with
stone fireplace.
Jest on the martin this 3
bedroom, 2 bath home located
soar Robinson school with cen-
tral Hat sad air end %imbue
and may reavy estrus.
WILSON REAL
ESTATE
202 Seek 4th across from Post
Office
1460011753-3263
THE QUALIFIED pel •
sonnel at Guy Spana
Realty are waiting to talk
to you regarding your real
estate needs. Our time is
your time. Give us a call











three bedrooms, plus den,
formal dining room, large
living room, wall to wall
Carpeting, many closets.





veneer home in Sherwood
Forest on beautiful
wooded 9-10 acre lot. Four
bedrooms, three baths,
central gas beat, electric
air, formal dining area,
fireplace, two car garage,
large redwood deck.
1637 Catalina--Three
bedrooms, one bath, brick
veneer. Has electric heat,
carport, partially fenced
yard. City school district.
$21,000.
Someone in family need
study? This beautifully
decorated home at 1005
Irene Terrace is the one.
Three bedrooms, 2'2




753-8080, 104 North 12th
Street.
ROBERTS REALTY
located on South 12th at
, Sycamore has five
licensed and bonded sales
personnel to serve you
plus twenty years ex-
clusive real estate ex-
perience. Call 753-1851 or
come by our office. We




Saturday, May 10, 9-4.
Clothes, dishes, pie safe,
children's items-toys,
misc. items. Corner of
16th and Farmer.
rarKAK




furniture. 801 North 19th
Street, Thursday, Friday,
and Saturday, 8 a. m.-8 p.
m.
Don't You Believe le
Mortgage Money Is Available
OWNER MUST SELL - Leaving town. Just the
thing for the right person - large shop in the rear,
garage apartment for added income, two bedroom
house in good condition, fully dry basement for ad-
ditional shop or work area, and a small greenhouse.
402 South 8th Street.
YOUNG FAMILY - Need room? This home is
space-ifically for you. This 11/2 story will satisfy all
of your space needs with four bedrooms, large
dining area and kitchen. Large backyard. Under
$20,000.
DON'T HESITATE - Let's negotiate! On this three
bedroom brick, features garage, family-living with
fireplace, corner lot, paved drives and plenty shade.
Low 20's.
UNBELIEVABLY INEXPENSIVE - Here's why.
Home features central heat and air, dishwasher,
disposal, electric garage opener, den, living room
with fireplace, well-landscaped yard... Located in
Gatesborough.
WHY NOT LIVE IN THE BEST LOCATION IN
TOWN? This beautiful three bedroom, with family
room, fireplace, central vacuum system, double car
garage, double lot, plus all the labor saving ap-
pliances mothers want. 1705 Holiday.
MOVE IN SEPTEMBER 1- Just right for school..
. Like new home, next to high school. Well
decorated, three bedrooms, large living-family
room, two baths, central heat and air, garage. .
Call for details.
WRINKLES WILL BE REMOVED . . . Nice 11/2
story older home, assumable loan, three bedroom,
full basement, large screened porch, large lot with
trees. .. Convenient location - 504 North 7th Street.
SEARCHING FOR TREES? You've found them...
An immaculate home on 1/2 acre lot, just west of 641
South. Three bedrooms, den, bath, pole shop, car-
port, $18,000.
LIKE THE OPENNESS OF the country.. . See this
five room house on Irvin Cobb Road. . Fen-
ced yard, garage, one acre lot. Close to lake,
$12,000.
POTTERTOWN . Approximately one acre, frame
and brick, some carpet, new water heater, three
bedrooms, $12,500.
BLUE JEANS AND COUNTRY WAYS. . . The per-
fect country retreat to call home. 60 acres - 20 ten-
dable, some timber, Four bedroom brick, two
baths, fireplace, nice yard and shrubs. Away from
all noise. Highway frontage on 121 South...
18 ACRES located ten miles east, 1.5 miles south of 0




THE VIEW IS GREAT - two lots, trees, lan-
dscaped, water, mobile home with glassed-screened
porch. Carport, storage. . . Must see to appreciate.
rine Bluff area...
One Lot - Paradise Resort area. 75 x 313. $800
CENTERRIDGE -2½ acres - waterfront
Smithwood-six adjoining lots $1500
Panorama - Nice building lot $2,000
RESIDENTAL LOTS
KINGWOOD, CAMELOT, RIVERWOOD, 16th
Parklane
COMMERCIAL LOTS
Two lots - corner Johnson de Whitnell. 165 x 170,
$25,500.
21/2 ACRES - 121 South, next to Gene's & Jo's
Florist.
8 ACRES - Highway 641 North, about two miles
17 ACRES- Wiswell Road - owner will finance.
INCOME PROPERTIES
1-DUPLEX ON Monroe - two bedrooms on one
side. Three bedrooms on the other. Occupancy is no
problem here.
3-APARTMENT COMPLEX at 306 South 16th, con-
venient, compact and reasonable.
2-NEW SUPLEXES located on Diuguid Drive,
Stadium.
6-APARTMENT COMPLEX - 16th & Valentine.





Edna Knight - 753-4910
Don Tucker - 753-1930
C. Bailey Hendricks - 753-7638 or.
'
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at this nearly new 3 bedroom, 2
bath home with *afro closet
spec*. Also hes central hest end
air end a one car gangs. Very
nicely decorated.
Like Cisinitry living? Then sin
this brick home on • wooded lot
with 6 acres. Nome hes 3
bedroom, family room end big
kitchen. Po ion with deed.
Investment property-duplex
with extra apartment in heck.
Partially furnished, extra good
location. Nigh income. Let your
tenants pay your mortgage
payments while your in-
vestment appreciates.







party. Friday 10 noon-5 p
m. Saturday 9 a. m.-5 p.
m. 1104 South 15th Street.
GARAGE SALE -
Saturday, May 10, 9-6. All
kinds of items. 500 Broad
Street.
AUCTION: SATURDAY,
May 10, 1 p. m. George
Rainey Farm on State
Line Road, Household,
farm and shop equip-
ment. Wilson and
Thompson Auction.
BY OWNER - Three
bedroom, newly
redecorated inside and
out, new carpeting, on
acre lot. One car garage.
Two miles from Murray.




1973 Chevrolet long wheel
base pickup truck.
Brand new inside and out
23,000 miles, geed tires.





Sat. May 101975 9:00 a. m.
ot the lute Curie they Nome in Kirksey, By.
This esill ho sue of the biggest and Wet antique nisi of the your.
sag lug. sena pert of the items. Theis will be geed Wallow,
Chong, Nahommy asW Oak Fornitere.
Large dinette mite, fancy buffet, WI treadle sewing eitachiee. Ike
new Rosewood pimee, iesek hods end dressers, fancy library tables,
high poster sad other maim beds, trenks, faring coeds player
piano rolls, old rodiers, bmeati, wardrobe, chino cabinet, 11 dos
weight clock, round top wand deck, no. 1 diarimr bet. old violin, old
scales, soda keg, extra kirge collection of adore frames, Mess
tale and leasegism lamps, knaves, Imps, coffee NM, aid dell collec-
tion, old books, wicker beskets, 1$ to 20 fancy quilts, hem pots,
kraut cutter, kettles, hirs, Wigs, 1661 sad 1926 $2.50 gold pieces,
old gob swim case pocket watch, wide pa ring, lets of good gloss,
depressant caravel end others. Codoctort pieces if Chine.
hell she •111111 sportsmen she stoves, refrigewiters, big air cam
/Wiener, *might home freezer, eateneatic MAK and dryer, nice T.
V.. hareem and living nom fienslture, lets men.
1%5 Phyliseeth Fury 111. 42 thousand mita miles, sharp. Aisne sew
II N. P. Muffle riding mower, geodes tiller, lets of heed end yortioo
toots.
Mr they was a retired carpenter, ha. • large shop of tools, telsio
sew, grander, drills, saws, wreathes, 32 ft extensies letidow and
ethers, chides and hits. Maoist borrow, 3 steed of Kees sod equip-
ment.
This is We • siemil pert of the fisting. For Infennahise Cd
Chester-Miller Auction Service
415-41211 435-4144
Not Responsible in Case of Accidents
The Lamplighter
Restaurant
Located 1 miles on blacktop oft 121 on land Fill Road
ihn., Fri., Sat. - 430 p. a.-1:30 p. a.
Way - 1210-540 p.
Taking Mom out to dinner
on Mothers' Day? Great! Let
the Lamplighter participate.
Well honor her with a delicious
dessert designed with a Mom in
mind. Compliments of Betty and Bill
AUCTION SALE
Saturday, May 10-1:00 p.m.
Ras or Shine
At the late R.T (Paylor) Berkley Ferns leave highway 641 in Newel,
Rentecky at Baptist Cherch. FoP.w blecktop 4 miles. Turn at sign
and they on blacktop to first home south of Simi Omsk.
Offering: the best equipment sheltered and well
cared for. 1962 Ford tractor, 2 flat bottom plows,
cultivator, mower, disc, 2 row planter, A Cub Far-
mall with cultivator, wagon- good tires and bed,
trailer, subsoiler, nice 1965 Chevrolet 801 pick-up
with cattle sides, 1 horsedrawn drill, grain and fer-
tilize boxes, lot of used tin, lumber, new barb and
woven wire, hog feeders and waterers, cast iron
bath tub, steel barrels, electric motors, shop tools,
wood and coal heaters, 6" endless belt, wash kettle
and dough tray, grind rock, cow bell, lanterns,
small television, old sewing machine, iron and wood
bedsteads, hide-a-bed, pie safe, book shelves, 5 mat-
ching dining chairs, a 22 rifle.
Mrs. Berkley may sell more furniture. Also a lot of
ear corn, oats and a beautiful 3 year old red-tick
coon hound.
There will be scrap metal, junk and miscellaneous
items from outbuilding.
No one responsible for accidents
If)etailed announcement day of sale
Douglas Shoemaker, Sales Mgr.
Mane 502-753-3375
James E. Travis, Ageism**,
Moody Riwilters-Purls, Teen. ben nice SO erre ferns listed
"kV
44 Lots For Sale
WATERFRONT LOT
South ; wo- hird lot No.




or 356-4469 or write P. 0
Box 19061, Indianapolis,
Indiana 46219.
$10 down and $15 per month
will buy a large wooded
lot at Keniana Shores.
leake access, central
water, all weather
streets. Phone 436-5320 or
436-2473.
45. Farms For Sale
THREE ACRES land, six
room house, double
carport. Call 753-9378, 753-
7494, or 753-7263.
46. fif.,mes For Sale
THREE BEDROOM, two
bath, one year old. 1003
Johnny Robertson Road.
753-1926 after 6 p.m.
PRICED FOR quick sale-














Glassed-in sun porch. Call
753-9545.
NICE TWO bedroom house
at 1416 Vine, ideal for
young couple or elderly
couple. 753-9761.
THREE BEDROOM house
with carport. Ideal for




all carpeted, lots of
storage. 1617 Kirkwood,
$27,900. 753-8432. '








Qualifies for full $2,000
tax credit. 753-9208.
CROPPIE HOLLOW: Nice
lakefront lot with two
bedroom furnished
mobile home with
screened deck plus patio.
Get ready for sum-
mertime fun and fishing
with this value at less
than $8,000. Contact
Moffitt Realty Co., 753-
3597, 206 South 12th Street.
$9,500-NEAT five room
home with basement on
large corner lot in good
condition, located at New
Concord: Owner will help
with financing to qualified
buyer with small down-
payment. To see, call
Moffitt Realty, Co., 753-
3597, 206 South 12th Street.
BY OWNER: Lakefront
lot, ycar round home*.
Central heat and air, lots
of cabinets and closets.
21/2 baths, basement with





WHEN ARE -THEY GOING 10 ADD -THE MIDDLE
Cl-AS5 11-1E ENDANGERED SPECIES LIST?il




room, den with fireplace,




bedroom brick - one year
old. Living room, family
room, kitchen-den, 11/2
baths, fully carpeted,
central heat and air,
double car garage. One
block from Murray High
School. 75.3-2659 or 753-
8012.
FOR SALE by owner-
three bedroom brick with
shop building, large
outbuilding, 11/2 miles






13 1 7 Kirkwood Drive
souse is ready fee Moraine
possession. Most sot
Call 753-3332
Ash For Charles Jenkins
47. Motorcycles
1972 KAWASAKI 175 Trail
Bike, in excellent con-
dition. Also three bike
heavy duty tilt and swivel
trailer. Call 753-6448, ask
for Ron, or after 6 p. m.,
489-2553.
1970 HONDA TRAIL 70. Set
of maple bunk beds. 753-
3756.
1972 HONDA 150 street
bike. $550. Good con-
dition. 753-6855.
1972 KAWASAKI 500, good
condition. Call 753-9488.
1974 HONDA 750 Chopper.
Extra sharp! 753-5485
before 5 p. m., 753-0530
after 5 p. m.
EVERY FRIDAY IS
Honda Day











BANKANERICARD c$ 11 Op
Oluilese
114 No. 15th St. Phone 153-3142
(Next to Wallace Book Store)
Complete line of Gift Items










after 5 p. m
1972 175 cc OSSA, leather
jacket, leather pants and
rnotorcraft boots. Call
753-8786.
1972 YAMAHA 750, low
mileage, fully equipped.
753-8175.
9. Used Cars & Trucks
1969 MALIBU, two door,
hard top, 327 engine,
automatic in floor, new
tires, $960. 753-5488.
1957 CHEVROLET, two




condition. $100. Call 753-
0412.
F70 14" SLOWED Ford
mags with' tires. Good
condition. Call 753-0223 or
753-4056 after 5 p. m.
49. Used Cars & Trucks
1968 PEUGEOT, 404, with








1973 98 Oldsmobile. Both
full power and air. 753-
5532.
50. Campers
CAMPER TOP for long




Fold down, unique, Good
used trailers, 1/2 mile east






efficient service. No job













gutters with baked on
white or colored enamel.
Call Larry Lyles at 753-
2310 for free estimate.
CONTACT SCHOLAR
Brothers for all your
bulldozing, backhoe work,
or trucking needs. Phone
Aurora, 354-8138 or 354-
8161 after 7 p.m.
1972 CAPRI, four cylinder,
FM, tape deck, 36,700









toilets, bath tubs, sewers.
Electric sewer machines.
Repairing of water lines










automatic, with air. 1970
Plymouth, two door, hard
top, automatic. 753-1414 9-
5 or 753-6329 after 5 p. m.
1969 VOLKSWAGEN, good
condition. Call 753-8345
1972 VEGA, factory air, GT
equiped, new engine,
below wholesale. 753-8616





dition. 8100.00 Call 753-
0412.
1971 MUSTANG Grande -
automatic, air, power
steering, power brakes,
vinyl top, Custom interior,




steering. air-condi t loner,
t wo door. 753-7654.
1966 STEP VAN. Call 753-
6344.
- 




Used Cars, 753-0000, after
6 p m Phone 753-9786.





39,000 miles, $2500.00 Call
438-25M
GET YOUR lawn mowers
repaired now in time for
spring. Fix mowers, roto-
tillers, and small engines.
436-5525.








free estimate, call 437-
4790 or 437-4712.
HINMAN'S RENTALS:
Roto tillers, hedge shears,
carpet and tile tools, wet
and dry vac, scrubbing
and polisher, chain, jig,
sawzall, and cutoff saws.
Furniture dollies,/ jacks,
auto, sewer tools, and etc.








Repair Service. No jobs
too small. 436-5642
anytime during day.





ROOFER will do build-up
roofing and water
proofing. Free estimate.




repair service. Call 753-
5674.
NEW OR OLD, remodel
and repair. Brick, block,










day or night, in my home.
753-0782.
EXPERIENCED PAIN-
TER will do interior or
exterior work by the hour
or job. 753-8343.
KIRBY CARPET CARE -
cleans rugs of all kinds.
business, homes, and
Institution. Rugs come
clean by steam cleaning.
Ask about the dry
cleaning process too.












open. Call Friday bet-
























Saturday, May 10, 1975 10:00 o. m.
Liquidating Laundromat
Located Noy. P4, Lyneville, Kwitny 14 moles weft of Murray Bee-
tacky. About 14 man mirth of Mayfield, By
Seelig cosepSete set-up of lemedreverart equipment end fixtures, II
heavy duty Maytag washers, one NT T-Illoy washer, Bona largo cies
model gee dryers, on double teb, see 373 gam water tank with
circa'''. pomp, one seer ISO gal. water hem., me chemical
feeder, ewe seep lesposser, ewe mean cheaper, ewe electric
cigarette mochine, two mechanical cipoworto macaws, eme away
mechim, large Met of copper pbeenbing and Nitwits.
New fereitwre to be sod. New Niel rem, suits, new reamers, cof-
fee end end tabs, bookshelves, dinettes, bars nod stens, new ser-
vices, swag lamps, night stands. Tight fixtures, picnic tables, swivel
chairs, electric goiter. electric drill, amigo* wood reek stove, per-
telkle all cook stove. lye dearth beeches, 6 mod cereemerciel hair
dryers.
Terms; Cash or personated Check
lawaentat equipment sold rain or shim.
Mr Perry is liquidating leuedreened is order to mderge 60414 to,
ether baseness interests.
Sew Perry, Owner, Lyesrelle, By
Oboes 502.31112-11114
Alford's Agana Service Hwy. 45





























We would like the opportunity Ws have thlt Ian Osspanance
to show and sell you' home"
•
ram
Our sales peop e have proses
von& pride in their ability to
sell Real Estate
to jot you Top Market Value'
We all REJOICE when
promptly sell your hoaa
Charming home in the country with two acres
located on Coles Campground Rd. Has a beautiful
kitchen and dining area, large den, 3 bedrooms, out-
buildings, and a low price.
Especially nice brick home, 3 bedrooms, 2 baths,
fully carpeted, central heat and air, owner must sell
quickly, will sell VA or bank terms, priced at a low
reduction of only $21,500.00.
Beautiful landscaped lawn and large shade trees
surround this home that is only 2 years old and is in
better than new condition, your family will fall in
love with the spaciousness of this home and the
country atmosphere, priced under $30,000.
Spacious 3 bedroom brick home with carport, built-
in range and oven, in excellent condition close to
Murray and situated on a beautiful shaded lot, only
$24,750.00.
214 acre farm with 165 good tillable acres close to
Murray, excellent farm operation with about 110
acres of bottom land, property is fenced, 2 storage
bins, call for details.
VA terms available on this good home and 1 acre
located on Pottertown Rd., has a large utility room.
carport, 2 bedrooms, all large rooms and is fully
carpeted.
Lovely 3 bedroom home in Camelot Estates, has 2
baths, central heat and air, beautiful carpet and
drapes. Home also offers a 36 x 16 ft. family room
with fireplace, built-in bar area, and pool table, a
must to view now for your family enjoyment.
Country living but close to town for convenience is
offered in this fine home recently completed on
Wiswell Rd. on 1t4 acres, 3 bedrooms, 2 baths,
garage, thermo-pane windows, full wall fireplace.
VA terms or bank terms, you namelt on this nice 3
bedroom home in Murray, has large garden area.
lovely carpeting, drapes, and at only $16,500.
3 Acres and a large 3 bedroom frame home, newly
decorated and in extra nice condition, located about
4 miles from Murray. Call now for viewing.
Owner financing available with low down payment
and low monthly payments on this nice 2 bedroom
home with basement, only 5 minutes from the lake.
immediate occupancy and only $9,500.db.
Beautiful decor throughout this spacious home or
over 1 acre at only $12,000. Gives you seclusion but
only a minute away from Hwy. 121 west for easy a(
cess.
Need a large home for your family and yet stay
within a budget price? Then you should view this 4
bedroom home that is in excellent condition, of-
fering 2 garages, 3 outbuildings, carport, on approx.
3 acres, close to lake and best view for miles
around.
Summertime is funtirne and now is the right time to
start enjoying the lake and leisure time weekends in
this fully furnished well kept 2 bedroom mobile
home with screened enclosed deck on lake front lot
at croppie Hollow.
Peace and quite of the country plus a newly
remodeled 3 bedroom home on 1 acre providing a
nice garden spot, large shade trees. apple orchard.
First time offered and only $16,000.
1629 Hamilton - good 3 bedroom brick home, car-
port, large yard, walking distance to the Uhiversity,
newly painted thru-out.
Exceptionally nice two bedroom, 2 bath brick home
in Westwood Subdivision with central air con-
ditioning, lovely carpeting, built-in appliances. Low
price of 123,000.
Moffitt Realty
206 South 12th 753-3597
IMO/ 
II
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Deaths and Funerals
Charlie Crawford
Dies At His Home
Wednesday Evening
Charlie Crawford of 1610 West
Main Street, Murray, died
Wednesday at seven p. m. at his
home. He was 84 years of age.
The deceased was a member
of the First United Methodist
Church and was employed with
the Murray Electric System
from July 1946 to June 1959.
Born October 5, 1890, in
Calloway County, he was the
son of the late Dr. Charlie
Newton Crawford and Virginia
Wade Crawford,
Mr. Crawford and his wife,
the former Carrie Boyd, who
survives, were married April
12, 1914. One son, Thomas
Crawford, preceded his father
in death in 1943.
Survivors are his wife; two
daughters, Mrs. Howard
Virginia Frances) Remke of
Cincinnati, Ohio, and Mrs. Alan
(Janice) McAllister of Terrace
Park, Ohio; two brother- T.
Wade Crawford of Murray and
Joel Crawford of Lynn Grove:
three grandchildren, Meredita,
Jinny, and Sarah McAllister.
The Bialock-Coleman
Funeral Home will have charge
of the funeral and burial




The infant son of Mr. and Mrs.
Lloyd Hasty of Murray Route
Six died Wednesday at seven p.
m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. He lived for
four hours after birth.
Survivors are the parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Hasty, and one
sister, Michele Hasty, Murray
Route Six, and grandparents,
Mr. and Mrs. M. F. Hasty of
Mineral Wells, Texas, and Mr.
and Mrs. Jack Boaz of Far-
mington.
Graveside services are being
conducted by Bro. Ronnie
Newberry today at 2:30 p. m. at
the Friendship Cemetery. The
J. H. Churchill Funeral Home is
in charge of the arrangements.
Mrs. George Arnett
Dies Wednesday
Mrs. George ( Rubye Ruth)
Arnett of Murray Route Seven
died Wednesday at 2:30 p. m. at
her home. She was 81 years of
age and her death followed an
extended illness.
The deceased was a member
of the Williams Chapel-Church
of Christ. She and her husband,
George, who survives, were
married February 14, 1924.
Born February 4, 1894, in Maury
County, Tenn., she was the
daughter of the late William and
Martha Douglass.
Mrs. Arnett is survived by her
husband, George Arnett, and
one son, Hugh Arnett, Murray
Route Seven; two daughters,
Mrs. Harlan (Juanita ) Spann,
Murray Route Seven, and Mrs.
Glen ( Moyna) Sims of Elkton;
,ten grandchildren; two great
grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held
Friday at ten a. m. at the chapel
of the Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with Bro. James
Thomasson officiating. Burial
will be in the Young Cemetery.




Funeral services for Elzie
Copus of Murray Route Five
will be held Friday at two p.m.
at the chapel of the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home with
Bro. Paul Wanger officiating
and the Melody Notes providing
the music.
Pallbearers will be Buel and
0. T. Stalls, Luther Brown,
' Roger Wallace, Tommy
Clendenen, and Bill Balentine.
Burial will be in the Union
Ridge Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mr. Copus, age 77, died
Tuesday at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital. He is
survived by his wife, Mrs.
Dorothy Copus, Murray Route
Five, one daughter, Mrs. Vivian
Quante, two sisters, Mrs. Zeffie
Woods and Mrs. Minnie
Mianpetree, two brothers, Earl




I want to take this opportunity to ask the voters
in the city of Murray for your vote and support in
my race for City Councilman Ward A.
Formally of Mack and Mack of Aurora, I now
work at Fisher-Price Toys. I lived in the Land
Between The Lakes for 25 years until moving to
Calloway County in 1968. I now live at 1700
Miller.
I am opposed to any form of new taxation. I
will work to help curb any excess and un-




Political Advertising paid for by the Candidate
Employers, Employes May Be Spared
Immediate Social Security Increase
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Taxes for Social Security are
likely to go up to keep the re-
tirement system solvent, but
employers and employes may
be spared an immediate tax in-
crease, congressional testimony
indicates.
In any case, Social Security
Commissioner James B. Car-
dwell and Rep. James A.
Burke, D-Mass., agreed there is
no prospect that workers al-
ready retired or planning to re-
tire in the future will have their
benefits cut off.
Burke is chairman of a House
Social Security subcommittee
which heard Cardwell testify
Wednesday that there is no jus-
tification for what he called
alarmist predictions "that So-
cial Security has gone broke."
The system's deficit is esti-
mated at $3 billion this year
and due to increase unless fi-
nancing is changed, Cardwell
testified.
But he said the reserves of
more than -$46 billion would
carry the system without re-
duction in benefits until 1980 or
1981 even if nothing were done.
Cardwell left no doubt that
the administration wants cor-
rective measures, but sug-
gested that these might safely
wait until the economy strug-
gles out of recession.
Burke said, however, he ex-
pects his committee to produce
legislation this year. Neither
Cardwell nor Burke suggested
what the corrective measures
might be, agreeing that more
study both by the adminis-
tration and Congress is needed.
The choices being studied in-
clude increasing taxes on high-
er-income workers and their
employers or increasing taxes
on all those covered by the So-
cial Security system or taking
some general tax revenues to
help finance Social Security.
The administration opposes
the general revenue approach,
but Burke has long advocated




director of the Education and
Training Division of the Ken-
tucky Department of Labor,
Frankfort, will be the principal
speaker tonight at a meeting of
the Four Rivers Safety Council
at Murray State University.
Holder is expected to discuss
the services provided through
his division, emphasizing
consultative services, the
availability of human resources
and the courtesy OSHA ( Oc-
cupational Safety and Health
Act ) inspections.
Open to the public and in-
terested business and
professional people, the
meeting is scheduled for 7 p. m.




Federal Mate Market News Service May 8.
1975
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 9 Buying Stations
Receipts Act 874 Est. 700 Barrows & Gilts
The toll lower Sows steady to $1 lower with
most decline on weights under 450 lbs.
US 1-2 200-230 lbs.  $P .25-45.75
few at 4600
US 1-3100-240 lbs $45.00-45.25
US2-4 240-260 lbs  844 25-45.00
US 3-4 260-280 lbs 543.75-44.25
Sows
US 1-2270-35.0 lbs 638.00-39.00
US 1-3000-450 lbs $37 .5048.50
US 1-3 450-650 $40.0041.00
US 2-3 300-500 lbs 62850-3750
Boars 529.00-32 00
LEARN TO FLY, and "WIN YOUR WINGS," at
Thorobred Flying Service
Kyle Field, Murray & Calloway County Airport
Ask For Bill Fuller or Johnny Porker
For Details Call 489-2721 - 489-2414
—Fully qualified, FAA Certified Flight Instructors
—FAA Approved Individual Flight dr Ground Instruction
-Introductory Flights...





To The First 5 Persons • . \ ' =E
, presenting this coupon. ...,. ,, ,..., : .--- 1
FREE!
Free Introductory Flights
Call for your appointment for your FREE Introductory Flight
1imiumuummainiiiiiimmillIMINIIINIM141111111110111111111111110111ifill1M111111111111111111111111111111MIIIIIIIMIIiie:
contribution to the system thus
far financed by its own special
tax.
At present the tax rate is 5.85
per cent on both employer and
employe on wages up to $14,100.
This means that those with
higher incomes are not lofted
on all their earnings. There
have been proposals to increase
the taxable earnings limit to as
much as $25,000.
Cardwell, elaborating on the
findings published earlier this
week by the Social Security
trustees, said the system's im-
mediate problems are caused
by unemployment, reduced con-
tributions from the payroll tax,
Inflation and increases in the
level of benefits through the
automatic cost-of-living hikes.
Red River Dam Work
Delayed By Ruling
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) —
Preliminary work on the con-
troversial Red River Dam proj-
ect in east central Kentucky
has been delayed indefinitely as
the result of a ruling by a fed-
eral court judge.
U. S. District Court Judge
Rhodes Bratcher told the Army
Corps of Engineers on Wednes-
day not to purchase land in the
Gorge area for a maintenance
building to be used in the con-
struction of the dam.
He issued a temporary re-
straining order at the request
of environmental groups, which
claim a dam on the Red River
would have adverse effects on
the environment.
Secretary of the Army How-
aft "Bo" Callaway announced
last week that the Corps
planned to begin negotiating
with land owners in the area.
The fate of the project appar-
ently will be determined in a
later hearing before Bratcher.
The judge agreed with Asst.
U.S. Atty. David L. Huber that
such a hearing may not be held
before autumn. But he rejected
a suggestion from Huber that
the corps be allowed to nego-
tiate with land owners and seek
bids on the maintenance build-
ing.
Huber then told Bratcher the
Army would be advised not to
approach landowners in Powell
County.
"In the court's view, this
case does present serious ques-
tions, substantial questions, dif-
ficult questions," Bratcher
said. "I am convinced they jus-
tify a very deliberate, calm ap-
proach to the matter."
The project has been neither
backed nor opposed by Gov. Ju-
lian Carroll, who has said he
needs time to study reports on





students, including both men
and women, will be given the
possibility of summer em-
ployment through an Orien-
tation to Farm Work Seminar,
scheduled to start at Murray
State University Monday, May
19.
The two-week seminar has
been designed to orientate
college students to general farm
work, and upon its completion,
the students will be assisted by
the Bureau of Manpower Ser-
vices in finding employment on
a farm for the summer months.
Eight hours per day of in-
struction and practical ap-
plication in all phases of general
farm work will be provided
during the seminar with
members of the Department of
Agriculture faculty at Murray
State in charge.
Participants will be paid 184
per week while attending the
seminar and ;35 per week for
meals and lodging. Ac-
comodations are being provided
in the Murray State dor-
mitories. The program is being
funded by the Bureau of
Manpower Services, Frankfort.
A limited number of par-
ticipants will be accepted,
according to Bill Cherry, acting
chairman of the agriculture
department, and applications
will be processed on a first-
come, first-served basis.
Deadline for receipt of ap-
plications in Cherry's office at
the University is Wednesday,
May 14.
the dam would have.
"The governor says he has 18
months to decide — but I'll say
right now that I'm not going to
wait for him," Bratcher said.
-We have a governor who has
announced to the world that he
has veto power over this court,
and that is a bit disturbing."
He said the court will decide
the next time it hears argu-
ments on the matter "whether
there are offsetting benefits





WASHINGTON ( AP) — If
you ask the U.S. Army how
many pest birds they ex-
terminated earlier this year in
the area of Ft. Campbell, Ky.,
you'll be given a report on
"treatments."
The Army, it is understood,
doesn't like the word "ex-
termination" in connection with
its spraying of the flocks with
Tergitol, which strips the bird's
protective oil, allowing them to
die of exposure.
A mimeographed report giv-
en out on request says that at
Ft. Campbell, there was a pre-
treatment population of about
two million birds and the treat-
ment resulted in a percentage
reduction of 26 per cent, mostly
starlings, grackles, brown-head-
ed cowbirds and red-winged
blackbirds
The treatment was even
more successful at Greenbrtar,
Tenn. There was a pre-treat-
ment population of three mil-
lion birds. It was reduced by 83
per cent; the species were the
same, plus a few rusty black-
birds.
But the Army won't tell you
that any of them were killed.
Stock Market
Prices of stocks of local interest at noon
today furnished Is the Ledger & nines by
I. M. Simon Co. are as follows:
Airco 19%
Amer. Motors 544'
Ashland Oil 214 +4
A.T. &T. 50% -LI
Boise Cascade it% +1,*
Ford 35% -44
Gen. Motors 44% +4
Gen Tire 13% unc
Goodrich 1871 -4
Gulf Oil  19 unc
Penn watt 25% +4
Quaker Oats 14% +4
Singer Mfg 15% +14
Tappan 6% WIC
Western Union 14% unc
Zenith 19% -4
Prices of stock of local Interest at noon,
EDT. today, furnished to the Ledger &
Times by First of Michigan. Corp., of
Murray, are as follows'
U S Homes 5% +4
Kaufman & Broad 7% +49
Ponderosa Systems 11% unc
Kimberly (lark  29% -61i
Union Carbide 634 -4
W. R. Grace 27% -4
Texaco  23% -AV
General Elec. 40%
GAF Corp 11194
Georgia Pacific 4194 -14
Pfizer 
AT Walters 35% +%
K u-sch 13% +%
Disney 5034 -3/4
Franklin Mint  -'•
Government costs
keep increasing
Since 1929, government ex
penditures have increased in
every decade.
They now stand at 32 per
cent of the national economy
nearly 40 per cent including
off-budget expenditures of
federal agencies) and if the
trend continues, 50 per cent of
the gross national product
will be generated by govern-






Dr. James H. Frank will
deliver the commencement
address at flew Madrid High
School, New Madrid, Mo., on
Monday, May 12. A member
of the Murray State faculty
since 1964, Dr. Frank holds the
academic rank of professor in
the Department of Recreation
and Phyiscal Education. From
1955 through 1957, Dr. Frank
was the head basketball
coach at Morehouse, Mo.,
which is in New Madrid Coun-
ty.
Barber To Manage Real Estate
Division At Purdom And Thurman
Fred Barber has been named
manager of the real estate
division of Purdom and
Thurman Insurance and Real
Estate in Murray, according to
an announcement made today.
Barber is a member of the
National Association at
Realtors, the Realtors National
Marketing Institute, the Ken-
tucky Association of Realtors
and the Murray-Calloway
County Board of Realtors.
In 1973, he received the
national honor award from
Gallery of Homes for selling one
million dollars of residential
real estate in one year. He has
attained the GRI (Graduate
Realtors Institute) designation
which consists of 90 classroom
hours of commercial, real
estate, marketing, real estate
investment, real estate law,
appraisal, construction,
finance, and residential studies.
A native of Murray, Barber is
married to the former Ann Kay
Sanders of Murray. The couple
is parents of three children,
Bradley Cook, Allison Rwals,
and Stephen Phillip.
Fred Barber
Barber lived in Madisonville
from 1966 until returning to
Murray in 1974. He is a graduate
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For the past two weeks
we have had a . . . .
Great Paint Sale
It has been so good we are going to continue it for
the month of May
For those who missed our special prices we are
listing these again.
Inside Latex Wall Paint





We ore also starting








401 Maple 753-3642Ward B
Mb-
